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Abstract
In this thesis, we create a comprehensive model and efficient solution technique for
generating air operations plans. Previous air operations models have fallen short in
at least one of the following areas: routing. real-time re-planning of aircraft. prob-
lem size capability, plan generation speed. and optimal packaging of aircraft. The
purpose of the Composite Mission Variable Decomposition (CMVD) approach is to
plan and re-plan air operations for a real conflict as it unfolds. Previous model short-
comings were the result of two main reasons: the models were developed for other
purposes (typically weapons studies). or developers could not create techniques that
can efficiently generate plans while including the listed areas. The application of con-
ventionai optimization modeling to an operations problem that includes aspects such
as routing and real-time re-planning forms a model that has millions of constraints
and a weak linear programming relaxation.
The Composite Mission Variable MNodel is the first step in overcoming the above
shortcomings because it greatly decreases the number of constraints in the optimiza-
tion model. and the linear programming relaxation provides tight bounds. The Com-
posite Mission Variable Model combines multiple air operations planning decisions
into a composite mission variable. Many complex constraints that are explicitly
included in a conventional model are implicitly enforced in the composite mission
variables.
We apply price coordinated decomposition to generate the composite mission vari-
ables. Price coordination reduces the number of variables in the Composite Mission
Variable Model and allows for parallel processing of composite mission variable gen-
eration. CMNIVD creates air operations plans in minutes for scenarios with thousands
of targets. while including important capabilities such as routing and re-planning of
aircraft in air. CMVD is tested in simulated conflicts and its performance validated
by comparisons with a heuristic approach for generating plans.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Successful application of air power requires leaders to establish appropriate objec-
tives, develop plans that represent and will achieve the objectives, and execute the
plans effectively. Regardless of whether objectives stay constant, the circumstances
of friendly and enemy forces inevitably change and accordingly the actions required
to achieve the objectives must also change. Therefore, an obvious advantage over
an enemy is to be able to plan, execute, and re-plan at a rate which matches the
speed of changing circumstances. If friendly forces cannot match the speed of the
changing circumstances, then they should at least achieve a faster rate than the en-
emy. In other words, it may be difficult to achieve a rate (planning, executing, and
re-planning) which matches the highly volatile environment, but we will at least have
the upper hand if we can achieve a faster rate than the enemy.
Planning air operations is essentially a targeting problem. Targeting can be
defined as the "analysis of enemy situations relative to the commander's mission,
objectives, and capabilities at the commander's disposal, to identify and nominate
specific vulnerabilities, that if exploited, will accomplish the commander's purpose
through delaying, disrupting, disabling, or destroying forces or resources critical to
the enemy" [2]. Targeting not only involves determination of the targets to attack,
but also how, when, and with which resources the targets will be attacked. Rapid
planning is important for successful air operations and the essential element of air
power planning is targeting. Therefore the continual task of planning air operations
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should be to rapidly produce effective targeting. The most effective, or optimal, tar-
geting is to create a plan that assigns aircraft to attack targets in a method that will
achieve commander's objectives in the fastest, safest, and lowest cost manner.
1.1 Problem Statement
Desert Storm and Kosovo showcased successful United States air power application,
but also revealed problems with our current air operations planning methods. The
rate at which the United States plans air operations is too slow to incorporate the
latest information. As a result of the slow planning process, changing objectives and
intelligence data on the evolving landscape of the conflict environment are not incor-
porated in the plans when they should be. Furthermore, targeting is not optimal on a
campaign wide level because mission planning is not coordinated effectively between
levels1 of command. Mission planning at lower levels is not always coordinated ef-
fectively for two reasons. First, lower level commanders cannot always wait for the
slow planning process to adapt and provide plans that are appropriate for the current
environment and objectives. Therefore, they must make decisions at their level that
are not always optimal for the overall campaign. Second, the amount of information
available to the top level commanders far exceeds their capability to process it. To
limit this problem, the United States military makes decisions on a hierarchical basis,
and this filters the information top level commanders consider. Hierarchical decision
making in itself is not the culprit for the sub-optimality of the decisions. However,
when hierarchical decisions are made, coordination information must be exchanged
between levels. At times even this amount of information can overwhelm the upper
level commanders, and therefore coordination information is not always considered.
The general problem is clear: there is too much information for humans to consider
when generating military plans. Consequently, the plans do not typically reflect all
the information available, and are too slowly developed even with the partial infor-
'Example levels are CINC, theater commander, base commander, squadron commander, and
mission commander.
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mation considered.
The inability of air operations planners to incorporate all information available
and to make rapid targeting decisions are not the only causes for imperfect air op-
erations planning. Two other causes are the collection of incorrect information and
slow communications between levels of command. However. for this research only
the actual decision making process will be addressed. Even with completely accurate
information and instant communication between levels of command, air operations
planners are still unable to process much of the information available and to make
rapid decisions.
With the advance of decision making algorithms, high-speed and high-bandwidth
communications, and computer processing power, a clear method to improve air oper-
ations planning is an algorithmic, computer supported air operations decision making
process that could greatly enhance air operations effectiveness. In particular, large-
scale optimization tools have worked well in many areas where a process requires
many simultaneous decisions in a short period of time with vast amounts of data to
consider. The airline, railroad, trucking, and shipping industries have all profited
from optimization tools. Whether the unit is a commercial airplane, train, truck.
ship, or military aircraft. the general decisions to be made are similar; such as when
units should depart, the routes they will follow, and where they should travel for the
most profitable or effective solution. In addition to the success of applying optimiza-
tion tools to similar problems. research in applying these methods to air operations
planning has already shown promise. Algorithms have been developed that solve rep-
resentations of the targeting problem much faster than military planners. However,
the fidelity of the representations is not at the level needed to solve a real targeting
problem. The inability to apply optimization techniques that quickly solve more real-
istic and high-fidelity problems is the central reason for the shortcomings in previous
algorithms and the air operation planning models they solve.
17
1.2 Contributions
This thesis advances air operations planning research in two ways. First, a targeting
problem wherein more realistic assumptions regarding the decisions that must be
made for real-time air operations planning is modeled. The prominent feature of the
model is the capability to re-plan in a dynamic environment. For example. if re-
planning were performed on an hourly basis, many aircraft would already be involved
in missions at the time that each new plan is created. Previous models only re-
planned for aircraft on the ground, while the model in this thesis re-creates a plan
for all aircraft, whether on the ground or performing a mission, and consequently is
optimal for the entire set of resources available for the campaign. The most efficient
use of all resources is thus ensured at every planning cycle. Re-tasking disadvantages,
such as the lowered probability of mission success if the pilots are not fully briefed.
can easily be included in the model. In addition to the re-planning capability of
the model, aircraft route generation makes the plans generated more realistic for
application. Previous models did not include assigned routes and their associated
risk and time costs in the plans. and the models left routing decisions to lower level
commanders. As we will explain i this thesis, routing decisions should be included
in the plans generated by the targeting algorithms.
The second advancement developed in this thesis is a unique optimization tech-
nique that provides fast solutions. Solving a problem with high-fidelity and appro-
priate models of operations planning decisions is difficult. Conventional optimization
techniques cannot solve the problem at the rate needed for real-time planning. In
this thesis, a Composite Mission Variable Model is formulated and solves much faster
than a more conventional targeting problem formulation. In addition, the compos-
ite variable formulation improves solution speed by using price-coordinated 2 variable
generation. W\e term the combination of the Composite Mission Variable MIodel and
decomposition techniques the Composite Mission Variable Decomposition (CMVD)
approach.
2Price-coordination is a form of decomposition.
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Finally, a review of the literature in air operations planning algorithms is per-
formed. The review represents an analysis of the state of air operations planning
algorithms in the United States, and the section also provides a brief standard check
list for evaluating any air operations planning method.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
The structure of this thesis is designed to emphasize the development of the Composite
Mission Variable Decomposition (CMVD) approach for efficiently generating effective
air operations plans. Chapter 2 details the targeting problem including the objectives,
constraints, and decisions involved in targeting.
Chapter 3 contrasts the air operations problem solved in this thesis with previous
work in air operations planning algorithms. In addition, an air operations "Super
Model" is presented, an earlier model we created that led to CMVD. We describe
the difficulties involved in solving the Super Model, and then discuss the beneficial
structure of the Composite Mission Variable Model.
Chapter 4 describes in detail the mathematical formulation of the Composite Mis-
sion Variable Model including the decision variables, objective function, constraints,
and required parameters.
Chapter 5 describes the generation of composite mission variables in the Com-
posite Mission Variable Model. The Chapter discusses the large number of candidate
missions that are feasible in the full-scale model, and follows this discussion with a
price-coordinated mission variable generation approach for reducing the composite
mission variable set.
Ilaving presented the motivation of the Composite Mission Variable Model, the
formulation of the model, and mission variable generation, in Chapter 6 we imple-
ment and evaluate CMVD in an air operations simulation. The Chapter describes the
data shared between the simulation and CMVd. Chapter 6 further provides results
concerning the performance of the solution technique under simulated scenarios, in-
cluding results concerning the effect of shortening the planning cycle relative to the
19
effectiveness of air operations. This Chapter is meant to depict the advantages of an
algorithmic, computer supported air operations decision making process.
The final Chapter summarizes the contributions of the thesis, and recommends
future areas of research.
20
Chapter 2
Detailed Targeting Problem
Description
Previous targeting models vary in their techniques for generating plans. This Chapter
describes the targeting problem details that must be considered regardless of the
plan generation technique applied. The discussion is divided into the objectives of
targeting, the decisions that must be made, and the constraints imposed on the plans
created.
2.1 Objectives
The objectives of air operations plans are complex and difficult to quantify. Here we
discuss the development of objectives and their incorporation in the air operations
planning process, the quantification of objectives into a target value, and the weight-
ing of target value against operating costs and risk. The last Section summarizes the
targeting problem for which CMVD generates plans.
The targeting chart in Figure 2-1 depicts the typical targeting process, including
the development of objectives. Starting from the top left, the Commander in Chief
(CINC) develops national objectives. For most conflicts, there are political, eco-
nomic, and military approaches for achieving the national objectives. The military
commanders use the national objectives as a guide for developing military objectives.
21
Based on the fusion of military objectives and enemy/target intelligence, a target list
is created which includes some form of a target priority system. There are different
approaches to decide which and when targets on the list will be attacked, a few are
enumerated here:
1. The number of targets on the target list can be created such that all
the targets on the list are required to be attacked. For this approach,
the various penalties of not planning to attack targets on the list is the method
for imposing a priority system. Weaponeering options can be created for each
target with the expected damage level of the weapons against the target. Then,
all the targets are attacked to maximize the expected damage level, and it
assumed that there is very high cost for not hitting targets on the list. The
cost of not hitting targets varies (relative to the priority system) among the
targets on the list, but is always much higher than any of the expected damage
"values" of the targets. Overall, this approach attempts to hit all targets if it
can even if the expected damage level is low in some cases. and then does not
attack specific targets on the list if it cannot find any feasible assignment of
resources to hit them all.
2. Goals that must be achieved in sequence can be established for the
target list. For example, military objectives may be to fist stop the enemy in-
vasion, then destroy enemy airfields, and finally destroy enemy chemical weapon
depots. These goals can be included in plan generation by constraining plans to
hit a certain percentage of the targets that contribute to the goals in sequence.
For the example above, the constraints might be to hit 90% of the advancing
enemy targets first, then 75% of the airfields, and finally 95% of the chemical
weapon depots. Overall, this allows for flexible target selection because air op-
erations planners can choose which targets to attack to fill the percentages, and
effort is not required to intelligently limit the target list size such as in the first
approach.
3. Military objectives can be represented by target values. For this ap-
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proach, targets are considered to have individual and joint contributions to
military objectives. The expected contribution of a target to military objec-
tives is quantified as a target value. Then, plans are created which attempt
to maximize the expected target value achieved. For this approach, goals can
be represented by valuing targets based on their order among the goals. This
method provides flexibility because targets, that if destroyed would contribute
to a goal that is not of first priority, can still be attacked if the mission is
convenient. This is beneficial because some goals are not necessarily sequence
dependent and enforcing plans to fit within a sequence for these targets would
be suboptimal.
The last approach provides all the capabilities of the first two and more. Compared
to the first approach. it does not require the effort to limit the target list. Relative to
the second approach. the third approach allows for the representation of goals while
allowing the flexibility to hit targets out of sequence.
With the targeting process and value of targets described. we define the objective
of air operations planning considered in this thesis. National objectives are eventually
represented in target value, and therefore the objective of air operations planning is
to achieve the highest value of targets possible. Of course the plans should assign
aircraft to achieve target value while limiting risk exposure to pilots and maintaining
low operating costs. We will address risk exposure and operating costs after discussing
target value in greater detail.
2.1.1 Target Value
While the objective of maximizing target value is a simple concept, the quantification
of target value is less straightforward. It is difficult to estimate how much an enemy
target, if destroyed, will contribute to the military objectives relative to other targets.
Nonetheless, target values are estimated in practice [4], and we assume the same
commanders who create the target list provide target values.
Some targets on the target list have expected value contributions that are depen-
23
Figure 2-1: Targeting Process
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dent on the status of other targets. Wve define a target value system as a group of
targets that contribute to military objectives non-additively. Here we discuss two
forms of target systems that have nonlinear target value contributions for the targets
in the system. The first form is where the nonlinearity of the target value contribution
is a function of only the percentage of targets hit in the system. and not a function
of which targets are hit in the system. Figure 2-2 displays four different examples of
nonlinear target value returns based on the percentage of targets attacked. A con-
crete example is having the enemy's oil field contribution. for a particular percentage
attacked, take the shape of the "low-linear-high return" line. For this shape of the
value curve, if the enemy had ten oil fields, for example, attacking two would provide
little value, attacking seven would provide much more value, and then attacking the
last three would provide little marginal value.
The second form of nonlinear target value systems has a target value function
that is based on the specific targets attacked in the system, and we label these as
"combinatorial" target value systems. Two examples of combinatorial target value
systems are presented in Figure 2-3. These examples are based on the enemy's location
of troops relative to our ground troops and a bridge in series and a bridge in parallel.
We make the following assumptions for these examples:
* The objective is to stop the enemy from gaining access to our friendly forces,
and there is no other value for destroying the bridges other than this objective
* The only access the enemy has to our troops is to cross the bridge(s).
For the two bridges in parallel, both bridges must be destroyed to stop the enemy
from crossing the river. The combinatorial value results from this relationship where
only attacking one bridge provides no value while destroying both bridges provides
all the value of the objective. For the two bridges in series, only one bridge must be
destroyed to stop the enemy from gaining access to the friendly forces. Therefore,
destroying one bridge provides all the value of this target system while destroying
the additional bridge is considered a waste of resources. The resulting target value
curves for the two bridge examples is presented in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-2: Target Value Curves
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Figure 2-3: Combinatorial Target Value Examples
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Figure 2-4: Combinatorial Target Value Curves
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If military planning personnel can correctly identify the shapes of the enemy tar-
get value system curves, it is difficult to solve a mathematical program that includes
the nonlinear target value systems. This is an important issue for modeling air op-
erations since target value systems are predominantly nonlinear. The end of Section
2.1 discusses the assumptions and modeling approximations we make to implement
targeting objectives.
2.1.2 Risk and Operation Costs
We have already stated that the main objective of targeting is to maximize the ex-
pected target value achieved. Clearly, the U.S. also wants to limit the losses and
expenditures of friendly forces. The assumption is that, there is some torm of trade
off between risk exposure. operation costs, and target value achieved. The targets
that require more risk to attack are typically high alue targets. Also, if the U.S.
spends more money and expends more resources in the conflict then they are more
likely to achieve more target value. The difficulty. in minimizing risk exposure and
operation costs while performing targeting. is in trying to balance these two goals
with the main objective of maximizing target value.
Historically. there have been no numbers published (and probably never will be)
on how to weigh friendly forces lost against target value achieved. Throughout the
chain of command. commanders make decisions based on internalized weights, and
it is probable that these weights are not the same for two different commanders or
two different conflict scenarios. We know how much airplanes cost, but it is obvi-
ously difficult to weigh the value of a human life against the value of a target. If
a mathematical algorithm is used to perform targeting and it is applied to balance
risk exposure with target value, then the weights must be quantified. There are two
ways to quantify aversion to risk exposure along with target value. One way is to
set a maximum level of risk that aircraft may be exposed to in a conflict, and then
constrain the planner (humans or mathematical algorithm) to create a plan which
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does not exceed this level. The level of risk can be expressed for individual sorties1 or
for the sum of risk exposure for all the sorties. An advantage of quantifying aversion
to risk exposure this way is that risk exposure does not need to be weighed relative
to target value. Also, this allows an explicit mechanism for limiting friendly force ca-
sualties. Commanders declare the maximum level risk they view is appropriate, and
targeting is performed maximizing target value subject to this additional constraint.
The second way to quantify risk aversion is to include it in the contribution of a
mission2 to the overall plan objective. In this approach. the expected contribution of a
mission is the expected target value destroyed less the cost of risk exposure. Therefore.
the weight of risk exposure must be expressed relative to target value. The advantage
of this method of including risk aversion in targeting is that commanders do not
need to specify the exact number of airplanes or human life they are willing to lose.
They may quantify their internal weights and allow the mathematical algorithm to
maximize overall target value less risk exposure. The disadvantage of this method is
that weighing risk aversion directly against target value can be difficult. In practice.
targeting would most likely be performed multiple times with different relative weights
to allow commanders to determine the implemented weights. An additional advantage
of this method is that including risk aversion in the objective value of a mission. rather
than as a constraint, allows for a faster optimization approach for targeting. This
advantage will be described in more detail in the discussion of the objective function
implemented in CIMVD (Section 2.1.3).
When humans or mathematical algorithms perform targeting. we assume they
will consider operating costs if the operating costs are the only significant difference
between two plans. The parameters defining operating costs and associated resource
constraints for a conflict are mostly determined before the targeting process. Before
targeting is performed. the highest levels of command determine the amount of re-
sources allocated to the conflict. Given the allocation, it is as assumed that comman-
IA sortie is defined as an aircraft taking off from base, performing a mnission. and landing back
at base.
2 Mission is defined as a group of aircraft attacking a target(s).
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ders can expend all resources available. Nevertheless, with two otherwise equivalent
targeting plans, one of which would expend more resources, the clear choice is the
plan that expends less.
Some air operations models include operating cost as a more explicit factor. These
models are typically used for weapons requirement analysis, and not for real-time air
operations planning. For example, some models have decision variables which would
allow them to buy more weapons if needed. CMVD was not developed for weapons
procurement analysis. and we recognize that weapons requirements and constraints
for conflicts will have to be determined outside of CMNIVD. If a user of CMVD chooses
to use it for weapons requirements analysis, one option for this use can be to have
CMNIVD generate multiple plans for scenarios with different weapons supply and study
the outcomes.
2.1.3 Implemented Objective Function
We have stated that military objectives can be based on a nonlinear target value a
combinatorial target value. risk exposure, and operating costs. The objective function
we implement models only a linear target value for the following reasons. First, it can
be difficult for intelligence agencies to determine the shape of the nonlinear target
value systems of the enemy. and many targets have combinatorial effects with a
matrix of other targets. Examples such as Figure 2-3 are simplified in comparison
to the typical combinatorial relationship between targets. Therefore, while we know
nonlinear target value systems exist, intelligence estimates of the true dependencies
between targets are not likely to be accurate. In addition, including nonlinear target
value adds great complexity to mathematical programming models. The nonlinear
and combinatorial target values can be modeled using a nonlinear optimization model
or by adding many binary variables. For mathematical programming models, both of
these options typically make the model much more difficult to solve. Consequently,
we implement linear target value models and leave nonlinear target value systems for
future research.
Risk aversion and operating costs are included in the objective function imple-
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mented. As stated, we could have included risk exposure as a constraint, but we
chose to include it in the objective function for the two advantages listed; comman-
ders do not have to specify the exact level of resources and life they are willing to
lose, and plans are generated more quickly without including a hard risk exposure
constraint in CMNIVD. Inclusion of risk exposure in the objective function also allows
commanders to tweak the balance between target value and risk aversion by specify-
ing a normalization factor. Operating cost is a less important factor because resource
allocation is essentially completed before targeting is performed. However. to account
for the cases where two plans are equivalent based on target value and risk exposure.
operating costs are included in the objective function with a very small weight. When
operating cost is weighted such that the highest operating cost is lower than the low-
est target value and risk exposure weights. plans are chosen based on the operating
costs only when the target value and risk exposure of the plans are the same. If the
magnitude of operating costs is increased in the objective function. then it could be
more heavily balanced with target value and risk exposure.
Time Dimension
Another feature of targeting is the time dimension. Targeting is performed for a spec-
ified time horizon. 24 hours for example. and each time it is performed the objective
is to create a plan for the current horizon that will be optimal for the length of the
conflict. As previously stated. optimal targeting is the assignment of aircraft to attack
targets in a method that will achieve commander's objectives for the conflict in the
fastest, safest. and lowest cost manner. In CMNIVD, conflict objectives are represented
by target value, risk exposure. and operating costs. Therefore, an optimal plan cre-
ated by CMNIVD is one that is expected to achieve the highest target value, less risk
exposure and operating costs, in the current time horizon. There is a possibility for
two plans to be equivalent based on target value, risk exposure, and operating costs.
For these cases, a deciding factor can be the length of time it takes to achieve the
objective value. The enemy has less time to adapt when targets are destroyed earlier.
To capture the goal of achieving target value the earliest, we include a small weighted
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time penalty in the bjective function. The time penalty increases as aircraft time-
over-target times increase. The time penalty is weighted such that the highest time
penalty is lower than the lowest operating costs weight. Therefore, plans are chosen
based on the timing only when the target value, risk exposure, and operating costs
of the plans are the same.
Probability of Kill and Damage Threshold
Two characteristics used to calculate the expected target value are the probability of
destroying a target and the damage level needed to label a target as destroyed. The
probability of destroying a target is mainly based on the probability that the weapons
used destroy the target. and on the probability that the aircraft reach and acquire
the target. Clearly, certain weapons are more effective than others against specific
targets, and this is reflected in the probability of a mission destroying a target as a
function of specified weapons. Intelligence regarding target location for some targets,
such as mobile missile defense units, is inherently more difficult to find than for others.
Therefore, the probability of acquiring targets varies, and this is also reflected in the
probability of a mission killing a target. Consequently. to calculate the expected
value of a mission, probability of target kill is multiplied by the value of destroying
the target
Damage threshold is the level of target damage needed for a given target to be
considered destroyed, and a destroyed target contributes all the value of that target.
As we discuss in Section 2.2, we assume that the options for the number anrid type
of weapons to drop on a sp-,eific target are created by weaponeering professionals for
input into CMNVD. To account for damage threshold, we assume that all weapon-to-
target combinations created by weaponeering professionals would destroy the target
if the mission is executed as planned. Therefore, we do not need to consider damage
threshold in our objective function. If a mission is only partially successful and the
target is not damaged to the threshold needed, then we do the following: the next
time weapon-target combinations are created, the weaponeering professionals would
only assign the required level of weapons needed to further damage the target so that
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the total damage is above the threshold.
Target Value Input
In Section 2.1.3 it is stated that linear target value systems are modeled in CMVD,
and target values should come from commander guidance. In order to mathematically
represent commander's guidance, it is assumed that commander's guidance can be
expressed as a relative target weighting between functional categories and geographic
locations 11. An example of commander guidance is in Figure 2-5. The rows of
Figure 2-5: Target Value Weights by Functional Category and Region
ml 11 E
Figure 2-5 are the functional categories of targets, the columns are geographical areas,
and the cell values are the relative target weights of that row/column combination.
Individual target values are calculated by dividing the functional/geographic target
weighting by the sum of all the weights. Target values are constant in a particular cell.
Instinctively, targets in a cell are valued in proportion to their "size" relative to other
targets in the cell, such as an petroleum field (POL) target with 1 million barrels
of oil versus a POL target with 10 million barrels. The functional categories and
geographical areas can be flexible for different conflicts, so the tables rows and columns
can look different between conflicts. The number of functional and regional categories
can also change; this allows commanders to express the appropriate resolution of
target value.
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The details of the process by which target values are computed are summarized
in Figure 2-6. Note that representing target values using a functional category and
geographical location chart is an implementation feature of this thesis, and is not a
limitation of CMVD. CMVD requires a specified value for each target, but CMVD
functions properly regardless of the process used to specify the value.
Figure 2-6: Target Value Summary
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2.2 Decisions
This Section describes the decisions that must be made in order to achieve the ob-
jectives of targeting. It also discusses the ramifications of omitting decisions that are
discussed, but not included in CMVD. Each decision discussed is provided in bullet
form below:
* Determine the targets to hit from the target list and when to hit
them. Some models of targeting assume all targets in the list must be attacked,
and only decide when to attack them. In other models. such as CMVD. the
targets to be hit from the target list is left as a decision within the model.
* Determine the aircraft and weapons that will be used to attack each
target. Before deciding which aircraft and weapons to use. weaponeering is
performed to provide a set of possible aircraft/weapon combinations that can
be used against each target to achieve the desired level of target damage. This
step is shown in Figure 2-1 of the targeting process. Given weaponeering and
constrained by aircraft supply, mathematical models (such as CMVD) may as-
sign specific aircraft and weapons to targets, or they may assign generic aircraft
and weapons defined by type and base location. Models that assign generic air-
craft and weapons leave their specific determination to lower level commanders.
Realistically though, if we desire to shorten the gap between re-planning cycles,
aircraft will be in the air during most planning cycles and an optimal plan may
require re-tasking of a portion of these aircraft. Therefore. while aircraft of
the same type on the ground can be treated similarly during plan generation,
aircraft in the air are distinct and specific tail numbers must be assigned by the
plan generator.
* Determine the routes aircraft will follow including locations and points
in time they will refuel. Routing also includes assembly points for aircraft
in a ,.mission. Assembly points are locations where aircraft meet and fly to the
target as a group. They are usually employed to allow escorts to meet and fly
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in formation with aircraft from other bases. Routing decisions are important
because they weigh the cost of time for using resources against the cost of risk
exposure. An important product of routing is the amount of flying time aircraft
will be used in the mission. Most previous targeting models use a constant flight
time based on the aircraft type and the distance it flies, and allocate that con-
stant amount. leaving routing to be performed by the lower level commanders.
If the time for different routing options for an aircraft to fly from one location
to another were not very different, then the approximation of routing time as
a constant would be reasonable. In reality. routing options can differ by hours
(based on risk aversion level, escort level, weather, and weapon load) and the
assumption of constant route time can lead to poor use of resources (1) and
infeasible plans (2). Specifically,
1. If the route created by the lower level commanders takes much less time
than the assumed constant time, then the aircraft resource could have been
assigned to another mission.
2. Aircraft will not be available for missions directly after a mission in which
the constant route time was too low of an estimate.
Most previous research on algorithmic generation of air operation plans left out
routing because it adds a significant amount of complexity. However, targeting
requires an allocation of resources to argets, and therefore more precise mea-
surement of the time of allocation is important to maximize the utility of the
aircraft resources.
a Determine the escorts that will accompany aircraft on a mission. Es-
corts are aircraft that protect the attack or support aircraft from enemy aircraft
or defenses. Escorts influence the route taken by attack aircraft and the prob-
ability of attrition of aircraft on a mission.
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2.3 Constraints
The targeting decisions made to maximize the objective function are constrained
by the air operations environment. This Section describes the constraints that are
relevant to targeting. It also discusses the ramifications of omitting constraints that
are discussed, but not included in CMVD. Each constraint is provided in bullet form
below:
* The use of aircraft and weapons is constrained by their supply. At
any time. an operations plan cannot schedule more aircraft or weapons than
are available. There are other resources such as the supply of pilots, fuel, and
maintenance crews that we do not consider. We assume that there will aiways be
enough pilots. fuel, and maintenance crews to support the level of air operations
the aircraft and weapons supplied can handle. We enforce fuel endurance and
tanker re-fueling locations. but we assume the supply of fuel at bases is not
constraining. In addition, the aircraft supply constraint is based on the number
of aircraft readsy to fly with the pilots and maintenance crew scheduled.
* Mechanical performance. Plans must be created such that machines are not
expected to perform beyond their capabilities, that is:
- Aircraft speed, altitude, range, and maneuverability are limited
- Aircraft are limited by weapon payload capacity.
* Fuel and crew endurance. Flight times are limited to the duration aircraft
can fly before being refueled. Flight times are limited to the duration crews can
fly before receiving crew rest.
* Target precedence. Targets exist that require other targets to be destroyed
before they can be attacked. For example, some air operations models include
ordering constraints which require enemy counter-air defenses to be destroyed
before attacking strategic targets deep in the battle area. In Sections 3.2.2 and
3.2.5 we describe how target precedence is modeled.
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* Aircraft home location. During a conflict, aircraft are typically restricted to
their home bases for maintenance, weapon loading, and crew.
* Same base briefing constraints. For typical missions it is recommended
that all pilots in the mission be briefed together on the mission details. This
is usually enforced under the assumption that all aircraft of the same type in
a mission must come from the same base. With video conferencing and other
enabling technologies this constraint may not be important. and consequently
is not enforced. However. the enforcement of the briefing constraints is simple
to enforce in the mission generation stage of CMNIVD.
* Mission preparation and recovery time. Before missions are executed.
crews spend time learning about the mission, maintenance and weapon loaders
prepare the airplanes, and other support staff prepare additional particulars
of the missions. These preparations are represented by constraining aircraft
to be available for a mission a set amount of time before the mission starts.
After the mission is finished, standard procedures are performed to check out
and repair aircraft for the next mission, and pilots usually report information
on the mission. These recovering procedures are represented by constraining
aircraft to be unavailable for a set amount of time after a mission is finished.
* Weaponeering. Different targets require different kinds and numbers of weapons
in order to inflict damage, therefore every kind of weapon cannot be used
against every target. Most models require this constraint to be enforced by
the weaponeering professionals who create the weaponeering options for each
target.
* Commanded constraints. Air operations decisions are not always made by
the air operations planners. Commanders and political leaders can enforce a
miscellaneous array of decisions listed in Section 2.2. For example, regardless of
the reported target value, a political leader may require that an enemy chemical
weapons depot be destroyed. Thus, attacking this target becomes a constraint.
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For the example above, the air operations planners must create a plan which
attacks the target, but they can decide which resources to use so that the overall
plan value is still maximized.
2.4 Summary of Targeting Problem Addressed
The targeting problem addressed is described by the flowing: Given a list of targets
with the weaponeering options and the force support level allocated for the targets,
generate a plan that maximizes the objective function described in Section 2.1.3. In
Figure 2-1. the force support level and target list (with weaponeering options) are
surrounded by the large arrows to emphasize that CMVD requires this information to
generate a plan. Regardless of the plan regeneration rate ( lhr, 4hrs, 24hrs, etc.), and
given the current state of force support, target list, and aircraft locations (including
aircraft already tasked in the air), at every re-planning cycle CMNIVD generates a plan.
The plans include aircraft/weapon-to-target assignments, routing, and refueling.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review and CMVD
Motivation
The objective of this thesis is to develop an algorithmic, computer supported air oper-
ations decision making process that has the potential to enhance air operations effec-
tiveness. A few published papers and theses in the last 10-15 years have addressed air
operations planning algorithms. These works have varied in the specific air operations
problem modeled and solution techniques used. Most have combined mathematical
programming with heuristics. While these have been the common techniques ap-
plied, there are a variety of alternative computer supported decision aid techniques
that may be applied. The following is a list of the major decision methods that
are "candidates" for being applied to air operations planning: human, mixed-integer
programming, linear programming, non-linear programming, dynamic programming,
constraint programming, heuristics, and simulation. Assuming that these methods
can be integrated successfully in a real-world air operations process, we consider three
main criteria in evaluating an air operations planning decision system.
1. Applicability of Model Created. All models are based on a set of assump-
tions. A question to answer is, "Do the assumptions made render the model
applicable for high fidelity, dynamic, air operations planning?" There are many
assumption short-falls that may render a model inapplicable, here we list three.
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First, models can leave out aspects of air operations that may be important
in applications, such as route generation for aircraft or the scheduling of in-air
refueling. Second, models may require data that is not accurately available in
applications, such as detailed interdependencies of enemy targets. Third, mod-
els may require pre-processing work (typically data collection) that takes longer
to perform than the time a plan is needed.
2. Plan Quality. Even if the model created is applicable for dynamic air opera-
tions planning, the solution technique used may not produce high-quality solu-
tions. For instance, heuristics cannot guarantee optimal solutions, and certain
scenarios may induce poor heuristic solutions. It is important to test whether
the predicted performance of a heuristic or other method will produce quality so-
lutions. Similarly. optimization techniques such as mathematical programming
produce optimal answers based on the model and data input for the model, but
may be highly influenced by small errors in the data. Planning air operations
necessarily must use stochastic data, and the real environment usually differs
at least in small magnitude from the forecasted or measured data. Therefore.
low quality solutions may result if the solution technique applied to a model is
highly sensitive to small errors in data. Regardless of the possible error sources.
all air operations planning methods should be evaluated by the quality of plans
they produce.
3. Plan Generation Time. During a military conflict a commander needs to
quickly adapt operations to the changing environment. Therefore. air operations
plans should be generated as quickly as possible in response to the changes
in the operational environment. Even if a model accurately represents the
real environment and the solution technique produces effective plans, plans
are less effective if they take longer to generate than the time constants for
environmental change. Therefore, all air operations planning systems should be
evaluated on the time it takes to produce plans. Of course, the quality of, and
the time it takes to generate a solution are usually dependent. Many methods,
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particularly those employing heuristics, will perform better if they are given
more time to solve. Air operations planning systems should be evaluated on
the time it takes to generate an effective plan.
In order to make a contribution to air operations planning, this thesis must make
improvements in at least one of the three listed criteria. Indeed the model and
solution technique presented in this thesis improves the research in all three, and
we substantiate this claim by first comparing it with previous air operations models.
Measuring the solution time of a technique is straightforward, but evaluating the
applicability of the models and the quality of plans generated is not.
3.1 Model Comparison
In order to provide an objectively compare CMVD with previous work, a table of
important contributors (Figure 3-1) to the applicability of air operations models is
presented that includes information regarding the factors for each model. In addition
to the table, there is a brief section for each model that discusses these factors.
It is important to note that all models that have been developed for air operations
planning are not compared. This thesis focuses on creating an operations planning
model that assists in the day to day process of planning air operations in a dynamic
environment. Many air operations models were not developed for this purpose; for ex-
ample, many were developed for weapons requirement analysis. Therefore, we restrict
our comparison to the models that have been developed for and made a contribution
toward efficient generation of plans that assign aircraft/weapons to targets during
a conflict. In addition, some models were not included in the comparison because
either they were similar to other models compared; they were not deemed significant
contributors targeting research, or information on them was not available.
Two models other than CMVD) were developed in this thesis. One, labeled the
Heuristic Air Operations Planner (HAOP), was originally developed as an aid for
interface development of the Air Operations Simulation described in Chapter 6. As
it turns out, HAOP is a heuristic that generates plans in experiments (Section 6.2.4)
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that empirically have objective function values within 10 to 30 percent of the CMVD
generated plans, and solves the same air operations problem. The second model
other than CMVD created in this thesis is a "dream" air operations planning model
that we label the Super Model. The Super Model, if solved, generates optimal plans
containing all the details of air operations planning discussed in Chapter 2. While not
currently computationally feasible, this model provides value in acting as a baseline
for judging other formulations and solution techniques.
In addition to the table presented in Figure 3-1, significant negative and positive
features of each model are discussed in Section 3.2. The Chapter ends with a discus-
sion of the motivation for CMVD that grew out of research in the development of the
Super Model.
Below is a brief description of each factor in Figure 3-1. If the factor is a significant
feature (positive or negative) for a particular modei, it will be covered in more depth
under that model in Section 3.2
* Objective Function: The Objective Function is a mathematical expression of
the goals the model is attempting to accomplish. As we explained in Chapter 2.
we claim the objective of an air operations algorithm should be to maximize the
expected target value achieved less the cost of losing aircraft, and less, with a
smaller weighting, the cost of the use of resources and mission completion time.
* Dynamic Planning: Dynamic planning capability in air operations planning
is the ability to plan and re-plan while aircraft are engaged in missions. The
models developed in this thesis (CMNIVD) are the only models that we are aware
of that include dynamic planning. Other models only create or change plans
for aircraft that are not currently performing another mission. Dependent on
the tasking rate of aircraft and the stochasticity of the environment, the plans
created can lack potential if re-planning is performed without optimally using
all aircraft (pre-tasked or not pre-tasked). Operational plans require many
adjustments when high rates of change exist in the environment. With most
aircraft tasked in missions, many of the optimal assignment changes are required
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Figure 3-1: Model Comparison Chart
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for pre-tasked aircraft.
* Mission Detail: We define mission detail as the aggregation level of targets,
and consider three categories for the mission detail level: low, medium, and
high. For example, we label FTLM (Future Theater Level Model) as having
low level mission detail because it aggregates targets such that strike packages
required to destroy targets include up to 90 aircraft. We label CMVD as having
medium level detail because it aggregates targets such that packages required
to destroy targets generally include 1-5 aircraft. A highly detailed model might
model targets as individual aim-points of an enemy structure such that one
bomb is required to destroy the target. In today's fighting environment, a
single bomb delivered precisely can have a significant effect on the enemy. For
example, a particular enemy might be highly influenced by the destruction of
one if its command and control centers with only one bomb. In contrast, the
destruction of ten of the enemy's runways may have much less influence on the
outcome of the war. Overall, target values and their corresponding individual
bomb effects can range widely. Consequently. the mission detail in the plans
generated should be as high as possible to accurately capture the effects of
individual bombs.
Note that the models listed as low or medium detail do include the bombs
dropped on the targets. but individual bombs are not usually assigned spa-
rately. The bombs dropped are part of the candidate weaponeering configura-
tions created before the models solve. In a high detail model such as the Super
Model, weaponeering configurations are made for individual aim-points such
that each bomb dropped is considered separately.
* Multiple Target Sorties: Multiple target sorties are sorties in which aircraft
attack more than one distinct target before returning to base. WVhile this is a
simple concept, handling multiple target sorties requires the modeling of indi-
vidual bombs. The number of bombs dropped on each target must be tracked
so that pilots know which targets to drop the bombs on during their multiple
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target sortie. The tracking of individual bombs requires many constraints and
variables in optimization models. Without modeling multiple target sorties,
strike packages can be created such that the packages are expected to destroy
their assigned targets, and therefore individual bomb detail is not required.
One method enabling the generation of multiple target sorties is to group tar-
gets before a model generates a plan. The models do not require logic changes
to include groups of targets that are represented as individual targets, therefore
no additional constraints or variables are needed. However, determining the tar-
gets to group is a challenge because there is no a priori method of determining
the grouping schemes that will provide optimal answers when the models gener-
ate plans. CTEM is able to create multiple target sorties because it determines
specific aircraft to target assignments after determining general aircraft appor-
tionment. However, CTEM is more applicable to weapons analysis than actual
air operations planning because of other modeling details that are discussed in
Section 3.2.4. Chapter 4 describes a heuristic method to group targets, but that
method has not been implemented. The assignment of multiple target sorties
is left to future research.
* Routing Detail: Routing Detail is the level of routing the models include in
the plans generated. All models in Figure 3-1, other than the models developed
in this thesis, do not include routing in the plans and for each aircraft type. use
a constant flight time for the aircraft to fly from one location to another. The
constant flight times do not include the balance of risk exposure costs with time
costs that are included in routing. These models leave route formation to lower
levels of planning where it is performed on a mission basis. Routes separately
generated for each mission may not be optimal for the entire plan. CVD
includes routes in the missions it generates so that routing is optimal for the
entire plan. An in-depth explanation of the value added by forming routes in
missions is discussed in Section 3.2.5. In addition, the route generation method
applied in CMVD is described in Chapter 4.
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* Refueling Planned: All models other than CMVD have the assumption that
refueling is planned after the missions are tasked by the model. The benefits of
including in-air refueling in the routes generated are discussed in Section 3.2.5.
* Planning Horizon: The planning horizon is defined as the span into the
future the models generate plans. The planning horizon must be long enough
to allow the war fighters to prepare for missions in advance. All the models can
accommodate short and long planning horizons, but the solution time of each
can be influenced differently by varying the plan horizon. Many of the models
have documentation that describes how their solution time is influenced by the
plan horizon length. This feature was included in the table to show that all
mnodels plan for a realistic time horizon.
* Length of Time Intervals: All models employing optimization techniques
in Figure 3-1 must discretize time. The length of the discretized time interval
influences solution quality and plan generation time differently for each model.
In general, the larger the time intervals, the less efficient is the use of aircraft
resources. For example, if time were divided into 4 hour blocks. and a particular
mission took 3 hours (prep time, sortie time, and recover time included), then
aircraft in the mission will be available in the last hour but will not be used.
They will not be used because decision variables define aircraft as either used
or not used during an interval, and because they were used during the first 3
hours of the period they are assumed to be used the entire time period. In this
example, if time were discretized into 15 minute blocks, the aircraft are classified
as committed during 12 blocks (12*15mins = 3hrs), but can be used in another
mission starting in the 13th block. For most models, smaller intervals will lead
to more efficient use of resources at the cost of longer computation time.
* Escorts: All models in Figure 3-1 include the assignment of escorts to missions.
Some models assign missions and escorts in the same step, while others plan
missions and then assign escorts to the missions created.
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* Pre-Requisite Targets: To attack some targets requires the destruction of
other targets. Pre-Requisite targets are described in more detail in Section 3.2.2
(MMGRCPSP) since MMGRCPSP is the only model to include pre-requisite
targets in the model constraints.
* Weather: All air operations are influenced by weather to a varying extent.
FTLM uses a decision tree method that is discussed in the FTLM Section 3.2.1.
All the models can employ the decision tree method used in FTLM, or use the
highest probability forecast.
* Experiment Problem Size and Average Solution Time: For each model
the time to generate plans is presented for the listed experiment's problem size.
* Solution Technique: This is the general method used to solve the targeting
model.
* Dependent Target Value: Dependent target value is discussed in detail in
Chapter 2. It reflects target groups that may nonlinearly contribute to objec-
tives as they are individually attacked. Recognizing that targets cannot always
be valued independently is important because modeling them as independent
can lead to less effective plans. However, as Chapter 2 states, it is not a triv-
ial exercise for intelligence agencies to correctly model the interdependencies.
The Super Model is the only model that includes dependent target value, and
therefore the factor is not listed in the table.
* Explicit Threat Densities and Supply Levels: If planning is performed
once a day, it is likely that air defense threats and aircraft supply will change as
the plan is executed. For example, attack of the enemy air defenses in the first
few hours of a day will decrease the air defense threat to aircraft later in the
day. In addition, significant numbers of aircraft can be lost in only hours of time
such that aircraft supply is reduced for later hours. However, except for the
Super Model, the models in Figure 3-1 treat threat densities and supply levels
as constant or changing by a pre-specified amount during the planning horizon.
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The expected threat densities and aircraft supply are included in the data inputs
of these models each time they are solved. If re-planning were to be performed
more often during the day, the updates to threat density and aircraft supply
would decrease the disparities in the expected values. Even with increased re-
planning rates, the models would represent the environment more accurately
if they were to explicitly include the expected decreases/increases of threat
density and aircraft supply over the planning horizon. However, including them
explicitly adds significant computational complexity to the models, therefore
this factor is recommended fo: future research and not included in the table. In
Chapter 4 we discuss in more detail the modeling of attrition in CMVD.
3.2 Air Operations Models
In this Section a brief overview of the strengths and weaknesses of each air operations
model is presented. Except for the CMVD and HAOP models developed in this
thesis (and the unsolvable Super Model), three common weaknesses are the lack of
dynamic re-planning, route generation, and in-air refueling planning. Therefore, these
weaknesses are not discussed in each model summary. but the strength of including
them is discussed in the overview of CMVD strengths and weaknesses.
3.2.1 Future Theater Level Model
The Future Theater Level Model (FTLMI) was developed in 1994 by Brian J. Griggs
for his MS thesis at the Air Force Institute of Technology [91. Griggs describes
FTLM as an "air mission planning algorithm which supplies the optimum degree
of force for campaign objectives by using a linear program to allocate the optimum
number and type of aircraft and munitions against each target" 91. The FTLM has
many positive features. First, the objective of the plans generated by the model is to
maximize target value minus expected attrition cost. As discussed in Chapter 2. these
are the basic elements that the objective function for an air operations model should
include. Second, FTLM includes the basic functionality of targeting. Constrained by
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aircraft/weapon performance and supply, the model assigns strike packages to sets
of targets. Aircraft/Weapon performance and supply are the two most important
constraints of air operations, and attacking targets with strike packages is the method
in which the military typically performs operations. Third, FTLM includes heuristic
steps in the algorithm to account for the effects of weather on air operations. The
steps are straightforward and can easily be included in the other models. The last
major benefit of the FTLM model is its capability to plan operations while considering
thousands of targets. Essentially, the large strike packages created by the model allow
for the algorithm to quickly plan for large numbers of targets. However, large strike
packages are also a disadvantage of the model.
In order to create large strike packages, the model must form target groups with a
large number of targets. However, state of the art weapons are precise and powerful,
and enemy target systems are diverse in their vulnerability to specific weapons and
unique in their contribution (when destroyed) to targeting objectives. Therefore.
large targets groups can lead to plans that are much less effective than plans built
by models that treat targets individually. In addition, assignment of a large group
of aircraft to a large target group leaves many planning details for the lower level
commanders to consider. Therefore, much of the planning work must be completed
after FTLM generates the initial plan. The last 1 disadvantage of this model is the
discretization of time into four hour intervals. When the FTLM model assigns a
strike package to a target group, it assumes all assignments are done for a 4 hour
period. First, this can be an inefficient assignment of resources if the aircraft finish
the mission in less than 4 hours. Secornd, aircraft speeds and conflict geography can
vary, so modeling constant four hour block attacks could be restrictive in fighting a
battle. It is likely that the time discretization can be changed in FTLM, but the
documentation available does not discuss the effects.
'Not iclud(ing routing. replanning, and refileling.
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3.2.2 John C. Hove's PHD. dissertation, MMGRCPSP
The multi-modal generalized resource constrained project scheduling problem (MM-
GRCPSP) was created in 1998 by John C. Van Hove for his PhD. dissertation at the
Air Force Institute of Technology [10]. The prominent components of MMGRCPSP
are the efficient modeling of precedent constraints among targets, and a decomposi-
tion technique for solving the model. Precedent rules among targets constrain targets
to be attacked in some form of a specified order. Typically, enforcing precedent con-
straints on decision variables in a mathematical model introduces many variables and
constraints that can significantly increase solution times. However, Van Hove sug-
gests that the model has a "unique method of enforcing precedence condition selection
logic with a minimal number of constraints and no additional variables" [10]. The
other models do not include precedent constraints explicitly, but precedence rules are
not ignored by the plans generated. First, most precedent rules are established so
that enemy air defenses are destroyed/crippled before targets are attacked in areas
where strategic targets are located. Other than using precedence rules, there are
two general approaches to protect aircraft while attacking targets guarded by enemy
defenses. One is to execute an early campaign objective of destroying enemy air de-
fenses before attacking other targets in their areas. For this approach, commanders
can establish enemy defenses as a priority early on in the conflict, and these targets
will be assigned high values for first phase(s) of the conflict. This will essentially
enforce the precedence rule of attacking air defenses before attacking the target. The
second approach is to assign escorts to aircraft that can jam enemy radar or destroy
SAM sites when they arm for attack. Therefore, while the above two approaches do
not explicitly include precedence constraints, they still provide protection from enemy
air defenses by destroying them first and/or assigning escorts to missions attacking
strategic targets in their areas.
In MNIMGRCPSP Van Hove was able to create a more efficient equation for model-
ing precedent constraints, but using hard constraints to enforce the attack of enemy air
defense may not allow for the best course of action. The hard precedence constraints
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enforce that specific enemy air defense targets are attacked before other strategic tar-
gets regardless of the aircraft used in the strike missions against the strategic targets.
However, the need to destroy enemy air defenses for missions is negated for certain
cases, eg., when high altitude precision-guided bombing or stealth technology is used
in strike missions. Therefore the hard constraints may actually cause the MMGR-
CPSP model to create plans that assign aircraft to attack enemy air defenses which
do not pose a threat. For this reason, targeting models may create more effective
models if they use the assignment of escorts to account for enemy air defenses rather
than precedence constraints for targets. This would allow the algorithms to decide
when enemy air defenses need to be attacked, and escorts would not be used when
high altitude bombing or stealth technology are applied. Nevertheless, the method
Van Hove developed for modeling precedent constraints is useful in MNIMGRCPSP.
Even if i small numbers, when commanders highlight targets that must follow a
precedence rule. the methods developed for MMGRCPSP are, reported by Van Hove
[10] to be, more efficient than conventional methods for enforcing precedent rules in
integer programming models.
In addition to the possible enforcement of unwanted precedence constraints, the
objective function used in MMGRCPSP does not represent well the objectives of air
operations. As we stated in Chapter 2 the first objective of air operations planning
is to maximize the expected target value achieved. In INMMGRCPSP the objective
function is more concerned with the timing of targets. For example. in the case study
performed in Van Hove's thesis, the objective is to minimize the time aircraft are
exposed to enemy air defenses. Timing issues such as minimizing risk exposure are
important for executing air operations, but they should be secondary to maximizing
target value minus the attrition costs.
The second prominent feature of IMMNIGRCPSP is the application of decomposition
approaches for solving the model. All the models in the table include many non-
continuous decisions (integer variables) and decomposition techniques have worked
in the past to provide fast solutions when dealing with these type of problems. Van
Hove tailored Sweeney-Murphy Decomposition 13 to decompose the model in order
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to solve larger instances of air operations problems.
Sweeny-Murphy Decomposition is a method to solve large integer programs with
block angular structure. The technique relaxes the coupling constraint(s) so that the
integer program can be decomposed into subproblems. Then, using initial values of
the Lagrange multipliers of the coupling constraints, the subproblems generate the
n best solutions that maximize their objective function minus the Lagrangian. With
these solutions, a master problem is formed that selects the optimal subproblem
solutions. A bound on the gap between the master problem and original integer
program objective values can be formed (the master problem solution is a feasible
solution to the original integer program) [13]. From this bound, one can determine
which subproblems must generate more solutions to tighten the gap [13].
Slow plan generation time is the final feature of MMIGRCPSP that we discuss.
The case study performed by Van Hove included 40 targets 2 aircraft types, and 3
bases. The solution time was 45 minutes on a 486DX66 to generate a plan for this sce-
nario. Solving a problem of this size in 45 minutes is fast compared to solution times
of optimization techniques employing standard precedent models. Therefore, the de-
composition approach and precedent equations developed are successful in decreasing
solution time. However, with larger problem instances the solution time would grow
quickly. In comparison. CMVD is able to solve problems with 450 targets2 in less
than 10 minutes on a Pen; ium 800.
3.2.3 Enhanced Air Tasking Order Model
The Enhanced Air Tasking Order Optimization model (EATOO) was developed and
enhanced in two Naval Post Graduate master's theses by Matthew H. Dolan [8] and
Kevin R. Crawford [7] respectively. The model is an integer programming model
that is used to assign the "best air assets against the highest priority targets, [71
and was specifically developed to produce Air Tasking Orders (ATO) for war-gaming
at the Naval Post Graduate School. Using standard branch and bound techniques
2 Additional factors contribute to problem complexity.
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to solve the model, EATOO was successful in assigning strike packages to targets
to maximize target value while respecting the constraints of aircraft and weapon
supply. However, when generating a plan for 37 targets, standard branch and bound
techniques took 1-2 hours to solve the model. Therefore, the solution methodology
needs further development to generate plans at a higher rate. Nevertheless, if the
solution methodology could be improved for the model, it does not include routing
or dynamic re-planning capability.
3.2.4 Conventional Targeting Effectiveness Model
The Conventional Targeting Effectiveness Model (CTEM) was created by AEM Ser-
vices. Inc. under contract to HQ USAF XOOC (also known as Checkmate). As stated
in CTEM documentation [5!, CTEM was created to "address weapons analysis such
as weapon/aircraft system analysis, policy support. force management analysis. intel-
ligence support, and general weapon calculations." Although CTEMI was developed
for weapon analysis and not for planning daily operations. it is included here because
it could be tailored for the latter. Because of its original purpose, CTEM differs
mainly in the level of aggregation.
All models listed, other than CTEMN perform the assignment of aircraft to tar-
gets in one step while CTEM uses a linear program to allocate strategies (aircraft and
weapon types) to target types. and then uses heuristics to package specific aircraft to
specific targets. The packaging of aircraft is not done on an individual target basis.
Many targets. aircraft, and escorts are aggregated into packages. The separation of
the sortie allocation and packaging steps along with column generation techniques
allows CTEM to solve problems with thousands of targets and many weapon, air-
craft, and target types. In addition, packaging aircraft after allocating sorties enables
CTEM to create multiple target sorties.
Along with the aggregation benefits come a few drawbacks if CTEMNI were used for
dynamic real-time planning. Fzrst, CTEM does not perform routing and cannot re-
plan for aircraft in the air. Second, CTEM assumes all aircraft will fly in pre-specified
waves (groups of aircraft attacking at the same time) during the planning horizon.
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This helps simplify the problem and allows CTEM to solve larger problem instances,
but in general we feel that models used for dynamic real-time planning of operations
should decide the timing of mission execution. Some air operations may require a
more fixed schedule for crews, but in war time we feel crew constraints are flexible.
Third, when the second step of heuristic packaging is performed, CTEM is gener-
ally not able not execute "5 to 10 percent of the attack sorties" that were suggested
by the linear program in the sortie generation step [5]. Once again, while the two
step process provides a computationally feasible model, it results in non-optimal op-
erations planning. In a phone conversation with Bill Cotsworth, one of the developers
of CTEM, he made it clear that CTEM is beneficial in weapons studies [6]. Since
CTEM was developed for purposes other than actual air operations planning, we
expect drawbacks such as the ones discussed if it were used for this purpose.
3.2.5 Composite Mission Variable Decomposition
CMVD includes the dynamic re-planning, routing. and refueling capabilities that the
other models lack, and CMVD can quickly generate plans for large problem instances.
Target precedence rules are not explicitly modeled in CMNIVD. but most target prece-
dence constraints are employed to protect aircraft from enemy air defenses. Protection
of aircraft is modeled better with escorts (discussed in Section 3.2.2). Multiple target
sorties and attrition modeling in CMVD are discussed in Sections 4.5.6 and 4.5.2
respectively.
It is emphasized in this thesis that CMVD includes dynamic re-planning and
routing capabilities, and here their importance is discussed. The battle environment
we envision is one that commanders are receiving continuous updates on the enemy
and friendly situation. With the advances in communications, intelligence gathering
technology, and information cataloging, the U.S. military has the power to shorten the
planning cycle. However, past approaches have included implicit assumptions that
all resources "reset" themselves and are back at base before a new plan is created. If
an hourly planning cycle, for example, were applied, many aircraft would already be
engaged in missions each time a new plan were created. If new plans for aircraft on
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the ground were created only, the plan would not necessarily be as effective as one
that considered all the aircraft assigned to the conflict.
Current air operations planners handle time-critical targets in two ways. First,
they can re-assign aircraft in the air for reasons such as time-critical targets, but
only on an incremental basis. The aircraft used in re-assignments to the time-critical
targets are probably flying toward other targets and the incremental re-assignment
does not guarantee the optimal use of all resources. Second, planners use a method
called strike combat air patrol (CAP) in which aircraft are assigned areas to loiter
and attack time-critical targets if they become available. If aircraft have not attacked
a time-critical target by the end of the loiter, they attack a pre-assigned secondary
target. The method of Strike CAP is mainly employed because the planners do not
have the capability to quickly adapt plans as time-critical targets arise. Therefore,
aircraft loiter for long periods of time so that time critical targets are attacked, and
this is not the best use of resources. In each planning cycle CMIVD simultaneously
assigns all aircraft to missions for an efficient use of all aircraft. Consequently, the
ability of CMVD to create a plan while considering all aircraft on the ground and in
the air is a critical feature of the model.
Another prominent feature of CMVD is the inclusion of routes for aircraft in the
plans generated. The routes created by CMVD are not high definition routes. and we
expect war fighters to add more detail and make adjustments to the routes created
by CMNIVD. The route generation algorithm, described in detail in Section 4.5.3. takes
as input the attrition probabilities over different threat densities. the cost of time for
aircraft, and tanker locations. With a specific escort level, the routes generated are
the minimum expected risk and cost of time routes for a given location pair. In-air re-
fueling is tasked if required. The efficient use of resources results from having the route
generator estimate mission lengths. When a plan is created, aircraft have an ordered
sequence of multiple missions to execute. Without including a routing capability in a
planner, a constant mission time based on flight distances must be assumed. If routes
flown take longer than the assumed constant mission time, then aircraft in a mission
may not be available for subsequent missions. If routes flown take less time than
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the mission time assumed, subsequent missions could have started earlier but instead
aircraft wait idle until all aircraft become available for the subsequent mission. The
medium detail router included in CMVD approximates mission lengths and risk so
that aircraft will not idle as long or be unavailable when other missions were expected
to use them.
3.2.6 Heuristic Air Operations Planner
HAOP solves the same problem as CMVD, but is completely heuristic-based. The
algorithm HAOP performs is very different in that it incrementally, and "greedily,"
selects missions to include in a plan. Below, the steps that HAOP follows to generate
a plan are summarized:
1. Initialize heuristic parameters. Set heuristic time clock equal to zero (TC=O).
and set available aircraft supply for current "wave" equal to the total aircraft
supply of aircraft not engaged in missions (AS= total aircraft supply of aircraft
not engaged in missions).
2. For each target, find the lowest cost mission characterized by a TC start time,
target, assembly point location, weapon, package configuration, and aircraft
used in AS. The cost of the mission is the sum of the aircraft hourly costs,
weapon costs, and expected attrition costs. If at least one mission is created,
go to next step. If there are not enough aircraft available to create at least one
mission, advance TC to the next time that enough aircraft become available to
form a mission for any target. If TC is past the plan horizon, go to step 4
3. For each target, divide the target value by the lowest cost mission. Assign the
mission with the highest alue to start at time TC, and decrease the aircraft
supply (AS) by the aircraft used in the mission. Return to previous step.
4. The plan is the collection of the all missions assigned in step 3.
We label HAOP as a "greedy" heuristic because it incrementally assigns a mission
to the target with the highest ae ratio. The incremental approach of maximizing
cost
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t)lu per target is not guaranteed to maximize the sum of the value for all targets.
co~st
HAOP attempts to maximize the total target value achieved. but, to account for
resource constraints it must approximate this objective by incrementally maximizing
Vas . The following example illustrates potential for suboptimality of the incremental
cost
approach:
* Consider three targets (T1, T2, and T3) with values equal to 10, 6, and 6
respectively. T1 requires 2 aircraft to destroy the target, while T2 and T3
require one.
* There are two aircraft available during the plan horizon. Both aircraft require
2 hours to complete a mission for target T . and 3 hours to complete a mission
for targets T2 and T3.
* Consider attrition and weapon costs to be zero for each mission such that all
cost is due to operating costs. The operating cost for all aircraft equals 1 unit-
per-hour.
* With the above scenario details. the individually optimal ¢;U;t missions for
targets T1, T2, and T3 are respectively 1 6 and 6 respectively. Therefore,targets Ti. T2and T3 areespectiv 2*2' 3*1 3.1
T1 has the highest clt which is 2.5.
TI provides the highest incremental t!Lue but not he highest total value. The
optimal plan is to execute missions to T2 and T3 for a total value of 12. Therefore,
for this example, the HAOP creates a plan that is 83% () of optimal.
In addition to the greedy approach. HAOP includes rules to limit the search in
step 2 that reduce computation time, but at the cost. of suboptimality.
3.2.7 Air Operations Super-Model and Composite Variable
Motivation
The overriding goal of this research is to create an air operations model that is applica-
ble to dynamic real-time air operations planning and that produces quality solutions
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quickly. The targeting problem is essentially a scheduling and assignment problem,
and Integer Programming (IP) has worked well for these types of problems, including
early applications of IP to air operations. As with many IP applications, it is difficult
to develop a computationally efficient air operations planning IP model that includes
components such as dynamic re-planning, routing, and escorts. To fulfill the goals of
this thesis, the approach we take is first to use conventional formulation techniques
to create a model that includes all the important aspects of air operations planning.
We transform this model and develop a solution technique for the transformed model
that is capable of quickly generating plans.
We start with a "Super Model" that includes almost all of the air operations
planning features we feel are important and transform this into CMVD. We use the
decision variables to depict the transition from the Super Model to the Composite
Mission Variable Model. Targeting is mainly a problem of determining the most
effective location for aircraft to be at every point in time and determining the weapons
aircraft will drop on targets. Therefore, for the Super Model we chose variables that
directly represent these decisions. The two main decision variables of the Super Model
are:
* Yt E {0, 1}. 1 if aircraft i is at location j at time t, and zero otherwise.
* l',bjt E O0, 1. 2,...}. The value of u',bjt is the number of bombs of type b that
aircraft i drops on location j at time t.
The Yt decision variable enables the model to choose the locations (j) of every
aircraft (i) at every time period (t). Figure 3-2 depicts a Super Model solution in
which the decision variables Y,,bae,1, Ys,tankl,3, Yt.targl,4, Y,tank2.6. and Yt,basl, are equal
to one. Other than the weaponeering decision variable (zbt). the essentials of a plan
generated by the Super Model are included in the ytjt decision variable. The yjt
decision variable provides flexible capabilities in the Super Model. such as the model-
ing of multiple target sorties, routing, explicit threat densities, dynamic re-planning,
and combinatorial target value. However a complex model results when enforcing
operational constraints on these variables. Appendix A presents the Super Model for-
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Figure 3-2: Super Model Variable Description
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mulation. Simultaneously enforcing constraints such as aircraft performance, weapon
capabilities, and fuel constraints makes for a large and complex model. Specifically,
the timing constraints (A.1 and A.2) that enforce where an aircraft can fly every time
period are enforced for every aircraft, pairing of locations. and time period combi-
nation. The number of constraints that result from this constraint type is equal to
(#aircraft) * (#locations)2 * (#timeperiods). Therefore, for an example problem
with 100 aircraft, 505 locations (500 targets, 5 bases), and time periods (4 hours
of 15 minute intervals), there are 400 million timing constraints. It is currently not
conmputationally practical to solve an integer programming model with this many
constraints in the time frames required for air operations planning. The Super Model
has been solved for a few small problems (5 targets) and the LP solutions are highly
fractional. The weakness of the LP relaxation and large model size leads to hours of a
branch and bound search for the IP solution of this small problem. A transformation
of the variables is needed to decrease the number of constraints. and increase the
strength of the LP relaxation.
We transform the Super Model by implementing an approach that has successfully
been employed to accelerate solution times for express shipment service planning 31.
Express shipment service has similar structure to air operations such that air opera-
tions is essentially the shipping of goods. but the shipments are non-returnable and
not necessarily requested by the recipient. The basic function of the approach is to
implicitly include multiple decisions into one composite variable. With a composite
variable, the process of finding a solution is divided into two levels. The compos-
ite variables are generated on one level. and the model formed from the composite
variables selects the composite variables to include in the solution. A gain in compu-
tational efficiency is possible because of a few specific features of composite variables,
here we list the features:
* Composite variables may enable a reduction in the number of constraints im-
posed on the composite variables compared to the constraints imposed on the
original variables. The possible reduction is an outcome of many of the original
constraints being enforced implicitly by the definition of the composite vari-
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ables. Almost all mathematical programming solution algorithms benefit from
a reduction in the number of constraints in the model to be solved. The reduc-
tion in the number of constraints in the integer program is significant in CMVD.
For example, the problem described above required 400 million constraints to
enforce the timing restrictions on the Yot variables in the Super Model. An ap-
proximate total of 500 to 600 constraints is required to enforce the constraints
on the composite mission variables for this same problem (model discussed in
Chapter 4). An important note here is that while the number of constraints
imposed on the composite variables is reduced in the model, all the constraints
in the original model are still enforced either implicitly or explicitly.
* LP relaxations of composite variable formulations car be (are for CMVD)
stronger than conventional formulations. For the CMVD model, this benefit
is realized in the small number of variables that are fractional in the LP relax-
ation solution, and realized in the tightness of the LP bound on the optimal
value of the IP objective function. Small numbers of fractional variables in the
LP relaxation equates to a faster branch and bound search for the IP solution.
* Composite variable formulations essentially divide the decision and constraints
of the original formulation into two levels. One level generates the compos-
ite variables, and the other level is the optimization formulation that selects
the values of the composite variables in the optimal solution. Decisions and
constraints are made and enforced at both levels. Therefore, while it may be
difficult to apply efficient tools on a model that is solved with all of the decisions
with constraints included together. tools can be developed that can separately
handle the levels efficiently. For the air operations problem solved in this thesis,
an efficient heuristic (tailored HAOP) is developed for generating the colpos-
ite mission variables. The Composite Mission Variable Model, which selects the
variables, has been formulated carefully, and can be solved quickly.
* Composite variable formulations can allow for a reduction in the solution space
considered. First, the original variables may all separately be candidates for
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inclusion in the optimal solution. However, selecting a particular combination
of original variables is equivalent to selecting one composite variable, and many
of the combinations can easily be eliminated from consideration in the solution.
For example, the Super Model formulation has the variables Yjt that represent
where an aircraft can be located at every time period along with Wiblt represent-
ing the number of bombs an aircraft will drop on a location at a specific time. A
feasible solution to the Super Model is to allow an aircraft to fly out to a target,
drop zero bombs, and fly back to base. Obviously this would not be an element
of an optimal solution. However, non-optimal solutions, such as these. cannot
necessarily be easily eliminated by simplex and branch-and-bound techniques.
CMNIVD combines many decisions into a mission variable, and missions that can
be easily deducted as suboptimal are not generated. Therefore, the compos-
ite variables can easily reduce the solution space instead of having the simplex
method and branch-and-bound techniques consider suboptimal solutions. This
is a clear method to reduce solution time.
The composite mzssion variable is specifically chosen as the composite of the Yt
and wtbt variables because the LP relaxation of the Composite Mission Variable
Model is strong, is formulated to solve quickly. and the composite mission variables
can be efficiently generated. Generating an air operations plan with the Composite
Mission Variable Model requires two steps; first, the candidate composite mission
variables are generated (binary variables); second, the Composite Mission Variable
Model finds a solution among the candidate composite mission variables generated.
The composite mission variables in the solution form the air operations plan.
The remainder of this thesis discusses the Composite Mission Variable Model and
the generation of the composite mission variables. Chapter 4 describes the Compos-
ite Mission Variable Model in detail, beginning with the definition of the composite
mission variable and its relation to the Yt,jt and wbjt variables. Chapter 5 describes
the constraints that determine which candidate missions are feasible to include in the
Composite Mission Variable Model. In addition, Chapter 5 discusses the large num-
ber of candidate missions that are feasible, and follows this discussion with a price-
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coordinated mission variable generation approach for reducing the composite mission
variable set. The Composite Mission Variable Model and the price-coordination
decomposition approach are the major components of CMVD. An experiment testing
the optimality of CMVD is discussed in Section 6.2.2. The computational perfor-
mance of CMVD is described in Section 6.2.3. The effectiveness of plans generated
by CMVD, and their comparison with HAOP. are described in Section 6.2.4. Section
6.2.5 compares the plan effectiveness for plans generated in shortened planning cycles.
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Chapter 4
Composite Mission Variable Model
This Chapter presents the Composite Mi, "n Variable Model. As stated in Section
3.2.7, composite mission variables implicitly represent multiple decision variables of
the Super Model. For a particular composite mission variable, the implicitly in-
cluded decisions of the Super Model are represented as parameters in the composite
mission variable. The composite mission variables are binary, and a composite mis-
sion variable with a value of one in the Composite Mission Variable Model solution
equates to the execution of that mission in the plan. The composite mission variables
of the Composite Mission Variable Model are generated before the model is solved.
Composite mission variable generation is described in Chapter 5. This Chapter first
defines the mission variable, including its relation to the variables of the Super Model.
Next, the indices, parameters, objective function, decision variables, and constraints
of the mathematical model are described. This Chapter ends with a discussion of the
handling of operational components such as weather and attrition in CMVD.
4.1 Decision Variables
Here we present the composite mission variable of CMVD.
* Xmt E {0, 1} - if mission m starts at time t
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A graphical representation of an example of a mission variable is presented in
Figure 4- 1. xmt is a combination of the Super Model variables yjt and Wibjt. Figure 4-1
depicts a mission variable to represent the routes the aircraft fly, the target attacked,
refueling, and the assembly point if one exists. The time index (t) of the variable
is the mission start time. The parameters (described in Section 4.3) of this example
mission variable have the following values:
* Xm, equals 1. The example mission in Figure 4-1 starts at time period and
finishes at time period 7.
e There are three different types of aircraft in the mission with the type repre-
sented by the number in the figure (.41 - A3). The quantities of aircraft are
Ql.basel,m = 1 Q1,base2,m 1, Q2,basel,m 1. Q2,base2,m 1 Q3.basel,m 1.
* The mission times are MATl.belm = 7 AITl,ba2me2,m = 7, .MT2,,selm = 6, MT2.base2Zm =
6, MT3.bael,m = 3.
* The start times relative to the mission start time are SThaselm = 0, STlbse2,m =
0, ST2baselm = 1, ST2.ase2m 1 ST3.baselm 2.
* None of the aircraft in the mission were previously committed; all start at the
bases. CD = 0 for all committed aircraft (c).
* The plan horizon ends at period 6 for this example, and therefore the percentage
completion (PCml) =- 86% (6+6+25+5+)7+7+6+6+t2 )
4.2 Indices
Here are the indices of CMNIVD that are used throughout this Chapter and thesis:
* -- Mission. The mission defines the target, type of aircraft (including es-
corts) tasked, bases that provide the aircraft, routes, and assembly points.
m (MC U AM) where Ml is the set of all missions, and AMC is the set of
missions that have at least one committed aircraft.
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Figure 4-1: Mission Variable Graphical Depiction
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* t - Time in periods with t E 1,2... .T}, where T is defined as the last
time period. Fifteen to thirty-minute time periods are used in experiments to
provide a good balance between the resultant solution quality and time to reach
a solution. Interval length is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.
o b- Base. The bases E {Basei, Base2, ...} represent where aircraft and pilots are
stationed for the conflict. At bases (b), weapons are loaded on aircraft, aircraft
are fueled, and aircraft receive maintenance. Aircraft and their respective pilots
only begin missions from their assigned base (b).
* a- Aircraft type. a E {F-15C, F-15A, F-117. B-1. B-2, F-18, F-2 Wild Weasel,
Jammer, ...}.
* r - Target. r E bridge, bridge support, runway, section of runway, tank
squadron. tank, command center, department of command center, power sta-
tion, power box, SAM site, transport ship}. Targets in the model may corre-
spond to different target sizes (e.g. tank, tank squadron) and different target
classes (e.g. transport ship, bridge support).
* c - Committed aircraft number. In the model, aircraft of the same type (a)
stationed at the same base (b) are interchangeable unless they are already en-
gaged in a mission. Aircraft are considered committed to a mission if they are in
any of the three mission statuses modeled: preparation, execution, or recovery.
Aircraft that are committed to a mission are not interchangeable with other
aircraft of the same type (a) and base (b) because their current location and/or
status are different from aircraft not committed to a mission. Therefore, a com-
mitted aircraft number (c) is given to all aircraft engaged in a mission. The
committed aircraft number allows the non-interchangeability of these aircraft
to be enforced.
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4.3 Parameters
*· Ra - Risk for aircraft of type (a) from base (b) in mission (m). R E [0..11.
Higher values correspond to increased probability of losing aircraft on a mission.
Qa - Quantity of aircraft of type (a) from base (b) in mission (m). Q E
{0,1,2....}
* MT,, - Mission time for aircraft of type (a) from base (b) in mission (m).
MT, ,m E {..}oc periods. The mission time for aircraft can be input as a
continuous number, but the model discretizes time so that MITa,, is rounded
up to an integral number of periods.
* STab,, - Delayed start time for aircraft of type (a) from base (b) in mission
(m) relative to the overall mission start time. Aircraft in missions can start at
different times. This parameter is needed for each aircraft start time because
the index t in xt is the start time of the mission, but the aircraft supply should
only be affected for the time periods when each aircraft in the mission is required
to operate (Equation 4.2).
* PCt - Percentage of mission mn completed in the plan horizon if started at
time t. Pmt is defined as the fraction of total aircraft time completed in the
y~,o(T,,,,, max (t + ST.r.., + M T. 6,.-T, 0))time horizon. Pmt - ma(t+STMT -T )
* Vt -- Expected target value gained for executing mission (m) at, time (t). The
value is "expected" because value is gained only if the target is found and
the weapons destroy the target. V t is calculated fromn the target value and
from the probability of finding and destroying the target. V,, is a function of
time because the contribution of targets to campaign objectives, and/or the
probability of finding the target, may change over time. V't is calculated based
on the point in time the aircraft attack the target relative to the mission start
time (t) in the index of Vt.
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F - Fly away cost of aircraft type (a). This is the cost of losing an aircraft.
The cost is a function of the airplane cost and numerical value of human life.
* CV - Fixed tuning parameter for relating attrition cost to target value. This
parameter is used to balance F~ with V,,t. The expected target value contribu--
tion (Vmt) and fly away cost (Fa) are not necessarily on the same scale. CV is a
tuning parameter for the commander to express their risk aversion numerically.
As represented below in the description of the mission cost parameter (C ).
lower CV equates to higher risk aversion.
* ETt - Time penalty used to encourage the selection of missions earlier in time.
The later in time, the larger the value of ETt. ETt is set much smaller than the
variations in expected target ( ) experienced in the experiments performed
in this thesis, such that the model will only execute missions earlier given the
value (V ) or cost (Cmt) does not change (discussed in Section 2.1.3).
* OCm - Operating cost of mission m. OCm is set much smaller than ETt in
the experiments performed in this thesis so that the model will only reduce
operating costs if the completion time. target value. and attrition costs do not
change as a result (discussed in Section 2.1.3).
Ct - Cost of mission (m) started at time (t). Cost is a function of fly away
cost (F.,), risk probability (Rabin). quantity of aircraft (Qa0 ). time cost (ETt).
operation cost (OCm), and tuning parameter (CV), this is,
Cmt = ETt *t OCm + ab F * Q. m* Rb/CV.
* Sabt - Supply of aircraft type (a) at base (b) at time (t). St E {, 1 2...}.
Sabt has a time index t because supply may vary during the plan horizon. For
example, more aircraft may be assigned later in a conflict, and aircraft supply
will increase as they arrive.
* CD, - Binary para:aeter that is one if mission (m) uses committed aircraft c.
CD, e {0. 1}.
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4.4 Composite Mission Variable Model
Table 4.1 presents the integer programming model:
max
Subject To:
Subject To:
(4.1)E (Vmt - Cmt) * PCmt * Xmt
t m
Supply: E Qa, * x,
m t [t-MT,'b-STb,. t-ST~.m1
HitOnce I:A xmt < 1, r
(m attacking r) t
nminttedl : Z CDmc * mo = 1, c
m
nmitted2: Xmt < . V m E MC. t E {1, 2, ... , T
binary: Xmt E {0, 1}
,e < Sabt, V a,b.t (4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
Table 4.1: Integer Programming Model
4.4.1 Objective Function
The objective function (Equation 4.1) implemented in CMVD is to maximize the
expected value of the targets destroyed as quickly as possible while minimizing at-
trition and operating costs. The parameters and variables in the objective function
are described in Section 4.3. Mission () contributes to the objective function when
one of the corresponding binary variables x,At is equal to one. The contribution of a
mission is the expected target value Vt minus the cost Cmt.
CMVD generates a plan for the current plan horizon, yet the plan horizon does
not span the entire conflict in most scenarios. The objective function parameter PC,,t
(percentage completion) is used to compel the model to balance the commitments of
aircraft made during the current horizon with their worth in the next horizon. The
index t of the variable xmt is the start time of the mission, therefore, missions that start
in the current planning horizon may actually last past the end of the current horizon.
The contribution of xmt (Vmt -Cmt) is multiplied by PCmt so that the contribution of
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the mission is only added for the percentage of the mission completed in the planning
horizon. For example, if V,8 - C,, = 10, and PCm8 = .5 if the mission is started at
t = 8, then the objective function coefficient of x,,8 is (Vm,8 - C,,8) * PCm8 = 5. For
this same example, if x,,s is not multiplied by PC,,8 (i.e. the mission would contribute
all of Vnt -Cmt regardless of when it was started), then many of the model solutions
that execute long missions at the end of the planning horizon would have greater
objective value than those solutions that complete missions within the time horizon.
The model would tend (tests confirm the tendency) to create plans that execute long
missions at the end of the plan horizon in order to receive all the value of the long
missions while not committing the resources during the current planning horizon.
Use of a time horizon that spans the entire conflict is an exact method for calculat-
ing the resource costs at later times in the conflict horizon. Therefore. using a horizon
that spans the conflict provides more effective plans than generation of a plan for the
near-term segment alone. However. generation of a plan spanning the entire conflict
can be. dependent on the expected length of the conflict. computationallv prohibitive.
In addition, generation of a plan spanning the entire conflict does not increase the
model accuracy to estimate the future need for aircraft to attack unanticipated time-
critical targets. Furthermore, the capability of the model to re-assign committed
aircraft in subsequent planning problems limits the loss of objective value that occurs
if a decision in a near-term plan is suboptimal with respect to the entire conflict. The
loss is limited because re-assignment allows the model to correct quickly in response
to new information. In the experiments presented in Chapter 6, solving the model.
with PCmt and the re-assignment capability, for only the near-term segment of the
conflict proved sufficient to efficiently manage the use of resources spanning the entire
conflict.
4.4.2 Supply Constraint
Equation 4.2 limits missions to use only the aircraft supplied. For all combinations of
aircraft types (a), bases (b). and time periods (t), the total number of missions tasking
aircraft of a combination cannot exceed the supply for that combination (Sabt).
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4.4.3 HitOnce Constraint
Equation 4.3 limits one mission per plan horizon to attack each target. For all targets
(r), the total number of executed missions (n) that attack target (r) over all time (T)
cannot exceed one. Without this constraint, the model can assign multiple missions to
attack one target. receiving the target value for each mission. If a target is attacked.
but not destroyed/killed in the current plan horizon, then a mission can be assigned
to attack it in subsequent plan cycles.
4.4.4 Re-Planning Constraint
Together. the committed aircraft constraints, Equations 4.4 and 4.5, restrict aircraft
that are previously committed from the last planning cycle to be included in one. and
only one, mission started at time zero of the current plan horizon. The missions that
committed aircraft are assigned to in the current plan horizon can be missions that
have aircraft continue to pursue the previously assigned target. re-task to another
target, or abort/continute (continued if aircraft already attacked target) back to base.
Equation -1.4 states for all committed aircraft c, the total number of missions using
aircraft c (CDm,, -- 1) at time zero (mo. t - 0) must equal one. Equation 4.5
represents that all missions () that se committed aircraft (set AMC) cannot start,
after time zero. It is not logical for missions uising committed aircraft to start after
tinime zero be'ause committed aircraft are changing location and/Or status. and( the
mission is only defined for the current location and status of the committed aircraft.
Previously committed aircraft can be assigned to other missions after they complete
the first mission they are assigned to in the current plan horizon. They are not
classified as committed after they complete the first mission in the plan horizon.
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4.5 Other Modeling Aspects
4.5.1 Weather Modeling
Weather has a strong influence on the effectiveness of air operations, and therefore is
important to consider when performing air operations planning. There are multiple
ways to handle weather in planning, here we suggest two ways that CMVD can be used
to create plans based on weather forecasts. One method is to use a decision tree such
as the one developed in FTLMI [9] (mentioned in section 3.2.1). The authors of FTLMI
divide weather into three possible states; good. bad. and marginal. FTLMNI generates
a plan for each weather state given the munitions and delivery tactics that are most
effective for the particular weather state. Then, using a set of heuristics, a total plan
value is calculated from each application of the three FTLMN plans generated to the
three possible weather states. Finally, a decision tree is used to solve the problem
of maximizing expected value for the given forecast probabilities" 9. CMNIVD can be
used i the same way by replacing FTLMI with CNIVD in the decision tree. Successful
mission strategies can vary widely depending on the weather state. The first benefit of
the decision tree method is that it provides three different strategies for the different
weather possibilities. An additional benefit of this method is that it incorporates the
stochastic nature of weather by using a decision tree to pick the strategy that has
the highest expected value based on the weather forecast. The major disadvantage
of this method is that it requires three solutions fronm the plan generator. and this
triples plan generation time.
A second method to handle weather is to perform the planning assuming that
the highest likelihood weather forecast materializes. The main advantage of this
method is that only one solution of the plan generator is needed. One disadvantage
of this method is that. in some cases the weather will differ from the forecast such
that, execution of the plan based on the highest probability forecast is not optimal. or
perhaps infeasible. For these cases. the method may be less effective then the decision
tree method that may have chosen ai plan based on the other two weather forecasts.
The methods above are two methods in which CMVD can be used to handle
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stochastic weather forecasts. In general, using the decision tree method may provide
better plans at the cost of tripling the solution time. The accuracy of the forecast, the
dependency of mission strategies on weather, the length of the planning horizon, and
the solution time to generate one plan are the major factors to consider in picking
between the methods. To start with , more accurate military meteorologists and
technology lessen the need for hedging against incorrect forecasts using the decision
tree. Also, the shorter the planning horizon, the more likely weather forecasts will be
correct over the horizon. Therefore, more accurate forecasts and shorter plan horizons
negate the need to use a decision tree that triples solution time. Next, if mission
strategies do not significantly deviate based on the weather, then weather becomes a
less important factor to consider and the decision tree method is not needed. Finally if
generating one plan takes a long time. then tripling the solution time with the decision
tree method may not be an option. In experiments, we modeled weather using the
second method and generated plans providing CMIVD with the highest probability
forecast. For particular conflicts, the choice of the weather model should he based in
consideration of the weather forecast accuracy, plan horizon length, mission strategy'
dependency on weather, and solution time relative to the scenario size.
4.5.2 Attrition Modeling
Prevention of aircraft and crew losses are important goals for air operations. As
discussed in Section 3.1, CMIVD does not explicitly model expected aircraft losses
because decreasing the number of aircraft supply available based on the expected
loss of aircraft adds little fidelity to the model while explicitly modeling aircraft
losses computationally burdens CMNIVD. The computational burden results from the
requirement of many additional variables in the model to capture the explicit aircraft
losses. Nevertheless, C1MVD incorporates the goal of preventing aircraft losses in the
objective function, in route development. and in mission variable generation. Here
we discuss the incorporation:
* The mission variables have objective function coefficients that include the cost
7I
of attrition (Section 2.1.2). The tuning parameter (CV) enables the commander
to specify how important aircraft losses and crew losses are relative to enemy
target values.
* The routes developed for each mission are optimal based on a weighted function
of route time and risk exposure (described in Section 4.5.3). Therefore, the route
generator creates routes managing the time cost of aircraft use relative to the
cost of aircraft and crew losses.
A maximum probability of losing aircraft is imposed on the missions generated.
When the missions are generated (as discussed in Chapter 5). a mission cannot
include routes such that the aircraft exceed a specified probability of loss.
4.5.3 Route Modeling
The Composite Mission Variable Model does not develop the routes included in the
mission variables. CIVD performs routing when the missions are generated (route
generation is described in Section 5.2). The Composite Mission Variable Model incor-
porates the route data provided by the mission/route generator to include the mission
times ( Ta), starting times (Sab,). and aircraft mission risk probabilities (Rab,).
The Composite Mission Variable MNodel functions independently of the method used
to produce the three route parameters provided. Therefore. provided these three
parameters are passed to the model, the router methods can be interchanged in the
mission generation step of CMVD.
4.5.4 BDA and Target Regeneration Modeling
Battle damage assessment (BDA) and regeneration are modeled in two parameters
of CMNIVD. First. the weaponeering required to damage the target to a specified level
depends on the existing status of a target. Weaponeering for each target is assumed
to be performed. and included as input to CMNIVD (Section 2.2). Missions created
in the mission generation step of CMNIVD can only include weaponeering options cre-
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ated by weaponeering professionals. Therefore, the missions generated have BDA
incorporated.
Second. the regeneration level of targets is represented in the expected target
value. The value of a target being destroyed is decreased for higher probabilities
and rates of target regeneration. For example, consider an enemy runway with the
following characteristics:
* The runway is worth 10 points if it is unusable for more than 2 hours.
* The runway has a 99% probability of regenerating.
* The runway is expected to be functional one hour after being destroyed.
For this example, the expected value of the runway is zero because the runwa is
mostly likely functional soon after it is damaged. If regeneration for the target were
less probable and slower, then this target would be valued close to the 10 points
it is worth when unusable for more than 2 hours. In general. targets have a lower
probability and rate of regeneration than this example. Regardless of the regeneration
rate and probability, we assume the expected value of targets as a function of time is
provided and accounts for regeneration.
4.5.5 Rolling Plan Horizon
For most conflicts, the expected use of CMVD. as recommended in Section 4.4. 1 is to
generate many plans as time advances. For example. in D1)esert, Storm, air operations
were performed for 43 days. and Air Tasking Orders (ATOs) were generated every
day (horizons were 2 hours). The major contribution of CMVD is to shorten the
planning cycle, for example to have a new plan generated every hour. The planning
cycle does not limit the plan horizon, and the plan horizon can be long enough to allow
resources, crew, maintenance personnel, and other matters to be prepared for mission
execution. While the plan horizon should be long enough for mission preparation, it
should be short enough for CMVD to be solved quickly.
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Regardless of the exact planning cycle and horizon, the planning cycle will usually
be shorter than the plan horizon, and multiple plans will be generated during a
conflict. The result is a rolling time horizon. An example of a 1 hour planning cycle
and 24 hour plan horizon is presented in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2: Rolling Plan Horizon, 1 hr Cycle, 24 hr Horizon
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4.5.6 Multiple Target Sorties
Multiple target sorties can be executed when aircraft payloads are large enough for
aircraft to attack multiple targets in one sortie. This capability increases the effec-
tiveness of sorties because the resources and time to attack a target can be reduced.
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Not taking advantage of the payload capacity of aircraft can degrade the effectiveness
of air operations. Section 3.1 described the difficulty of modeling multiple target sor-
ties, and it discussed a target grouping method to allow CMVD to handle multiple
target sorties. This Section presents more specifics of the method.
The Composite Mission Variable Model does not require any modifications in
order to include multiple target sorties in the mission variable set. However, many
more missions are feasible when generating missions with multiple target sorties. The
challenge is to determine which targets to group in order to provide an optimal mission
set without creating a mission for every possible target grouping. The following
method to group targets is option:
1. Generate missions for individual targets applying normal mission generation
procedures (Chapter 5).
2. List all missions that meet the following criterion: the mission anticipates
enough remaining payload capacity after attacking the original target to attack
another target that is within a specified detour distance and threat exposure
level of the roultes for the aircraft already assigned to the mission. If no missions
meet the criterion, skip to Step 6. otherwise continue with Step 3.
3. Order the listed missions according to excess capacity. from smallest-to-largest.
·4. In the above mission order, examine each target that met the requirements of
Step 2 and assign the add-on target with the highest value to the mission.
5. Adjust the routing and weapon loads of the missions with newly added targets.
Go to Step 2.
6. Stop mission generation and the resulting missions are input for the Composite
Mission Variable Miodel to solve.
The resulting mission set will include missions with multiple target sorties. Adding
targets in Step 4 that are close to the original routes and do not add a significant
additional risk exposure is a reasonable way to group targets. Finally, executing the
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steps is simple and quick, assuming there is not a large excess payload capacity on
aircraft. Implementation of the above algorithm, or any other multiple target sortie
algorithm, is left to future research.
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Chapter 5
Composite Mission Variable
Generation
This Chapter describes the method of generating mission variables for the Composite
Mission Variable Model. As discussed in the end of Section 3.2.7, and again in
the introduction of Chapter 4 composite mission variables implicitly represent the
selection of multiple decision variables from the Super Model. Composite mission
variables must be generated before the Composite Mission Variable Model can be
solved, and here we describe their generation. First, the constraints imposed on the
mission variables generated, including constraints imposed on route generation. are
described. Next, we present an upper-bound calculation of the number of composite
mission variables feasible in the full-scale Composite Mission Variable Model. As
discussed in Section 3.2.7, the feasible set of candidate missions is large, even for
small scenarios. The Composite Mission Variable is computationally impractical to
solve with all feasible missions included in the candidate set, therefore we develop a
price-coordinated decomposition technique in order to reduce the size of the candidate
set that is considered.
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5.1 Candidate Mission Constraints
The process to generate an operations plan requires two main steps when employing
the Composite Mission Variable MNIodel. First, the candidate mission variables are
generated. and then the model chooses the optimal set of missions to execute among
the candidate mission set. Air operations planning constraints are imposed during
each step. The missions generated are only candidates, and therefore the mission
variables generated are not restricted by the global aircraft supply (4.2), Hit-Once
(4.3). and committed constraints (4.4,4.5) imposed on the selection of missions in the
Composite Mission Variable Model. The constraints that determine which candidate
missions are generated are as follows:
* Base Aircraft Supply. Each candidate mission cannot use more aircraft from
a given base than are supplied to that base. However. mission variables gen-
erated are not constrained b the instantaneous base supply of aircraft during
plan execution. For example. consider a base that has two F-15Cs. No mission
created that requires more than two F-15Cs from this base is feasible because
no more than two F-15Cs will ever be at the base. However, three different
candidate mission variables. each requiring one F-15C from this base, could be
generated. For this cse. the Composite NIision Variable Model would select
no more than two of these three missions at any one time.
* Weaponeering. Section 2.2 stated tat weaponeering options are provided
before CNIVD generates a plan. iWeaponeering provides a set of possible weapon
combinations that can be used against each target to achieve the desired level
of target daimage. For a given target, each mission generated for that target
must choose from one of the weaponeering options provided for that target.
* Package Configurations The set of aircraft configurations that can be used
in an mission are pre-specified. Examnples are {( 1 F-15).(2 F-15s. Weasel).(2
B-52s I .Janimer)}. For aI given target. the missions generated are limited to
one of the pre-spe(cifited package configlurations.
* Fuel and Crew Endurance. The missions generated cannot task aircraft
(and respective aircraft crew) such that the range and length of the missions
would exceed the fuel and crew endurance.
* Assembly Points. Missions may require that aircraft assemble at a location
before flying over threats to reach a target. The missions generated can only
task aircraft to assemble at pre-specified assembly points.
· Re-Fueling Locations. Operational missions may require aircraft to re-fuel
at least once while performing the mission. As stated in Section 2.2. tanker
locations are pre-specified. Therefore, aircraft can only refuel at pre-specified
tanker locations (or friendly bases).
* Aircraft Routes. Section 5.2 describes the method applied to generate routes.
The missions generated are limited to the segmented routes that are created in
route generation. Segmented routes are defined for all location pairs (locations
E {targets, bases, assembly points, tankers}), and mission routes are links of
the segment routes.
* Mechanical performance. Missions generated are limited by the mechanical
performance constraints (disculssed in Section 2.3).
5.2 Aircraft Route Generation
Section 3.2.5 discussed the importance of including nledium-detail aircraft routes
in the plans generated. The router '11 spports mission variable generation by
providing the cost of minimurm risk and shortest-time routeos for specified location
pairs (locations { targets, bases. assembly points. tankers}). This St ion describes
the construction of routes for mission variable generaton:
Given:
* lNission paranmeters including.
Start. location (ase or enroute) and return base
- Required ingress and/or egress assembly points
- Target location
- Set of all tanker locations
* Aircraft parameters including:
- Fuel endurance
- Pilot endurance
-Maximum speed
- Cost per-unit-time relative to risk (constant for all aircraft types)
* Threat model parameters including:
- Threat density
- Detection range
- Probability of engagement
- Probability of kill given engagement
* Escort level representing one of:
No escort
- F-4 Wild Weasels. (Weasels decrease probability of engagement)
- Weasels plus escort jammers. (Jammers decrease detection range)
Determine:
* Strategic-level route (10 - 30 km grid spacing for waypoints) with the following
attributes:
- The route is fuel feasible
The route has the minimum cost of time and expected cost of risk exp(o-
sure. Risks are modeled at 10-30 km resolution, and risk cost is weighed
significantly higher than time cost in our experiments.
- The route allows for up to two refueling activities on each segment
- The route adheres to specified ingress and egress assembly points
The underlying threat model assumes that threat locations are not known in de-
tail. Although intelligence may indicate discrete threat, locations, the routes generated
rely on a probability (iensityv model of threat locations rather than onl precise threat
location information. The probability density has units of threats per squared kilome-
ter averaged across a grid box that is 30 km on a side. The purpose of the router is to
generate a route as described by waypoint segments that minimizes a function of the
potential aircraft exposure to this representation of threats and time cost. The result-
ing routes are created such that aircraft avoid passing through areas containing high
densities of threat sstems subject to the cost of time and fuel endurance constraints
that preclude aircraft from traveling far and wide to avoid threats. The threat model
includes the effects of defense suppression aircraft. escorts such as F-4 Wild Weasels
and radar jammer aircraft. Accordingly, there may be different routes generated for
different package compositions between otherwise identical mission constraints.
The summary of the router and mission generator interaction is as follows: when
the mission generator requires an aircraft route, the mission generator provides the
router the locations the aircraft is required to visit and the escort level. Then. the
router generates a route minimizing risk exposure and route time. One optimal route
is created for a specified location or(lering and(l escort level. An A* search 12 is
implemented to generate the routes. he A* algorithm is a fast metho(d. relative to
other methods. for generating a table of minimum risk and time rolutes of all ossible
location pairs for the mission generator. he category of A* search imp)lemented is
glarantee(d to find the rolites that are optimal })based on the given mission parameters.
5.3 Full-Scale Composite Mission Variable Model
.A fll-scale ('omposlte Mission Variable Model ncludes all the comiposite mission
;ariab)le that rel)resent feasible andi(latfe rlissions. The numllrber of feasible mllissi(ons
is elllal to the nulmber of ways that the targets. asetl)lv points. package config-
rlrations. weaponeering options. b;uase /aircraft pairs. and committed aircraft can he
conmbined. A closed-formed expression for calcilating the niltuber of mission svariables
feasible for any given scenario is not available. bi te lowing is an examnple of an
upper bhOin( o the calciflation for the scetanro describe(i:
Scenario
* 1000 Targets
* 3 assembly points
* 25 Package Configurations
* 3 Weaponeering options per target
* 5 Bases
* 5 Aircraft Types
* 6 Aircraft of each type at each base for a total of 150 (6*5*5) aircraft
* 4 Hour Time Horizon with 15 minute intervals for a total of 16 time periods
Upper Bound Assumptions for Scenario Example
* Assume each package configuration requires 3 aircraft
* Assume all aircraft are within range of the targets
· Assume all assembly point and target combinations are in within range of all
aircraft
* There are three aircraft per package, and each base can assign each aircraft. so
125 (53) aircraft/base combinations are feasible. This number of combinations
is high compared to both the number of combinations in our experiments and
the number we would expect in operational scenarios.
Number of Missions 1000 * 3 * 25 * * 125 -- 2 million missions
Number of Variables - 28 * 10f * 16 450 million variables
Therefore a full-scale Composite Mission Variable Model for this scenario would
include 28 million missions. and with 16 time periods this corresponds to 450) million
decision variables in the model. Solving the Composite Mission Variable with this
many variables requires an extensive amount of computer memnor and time. An
example problem was solved with only 7000 mission variables and it required over 600
Megabytes of RAMI (2500 mission variables requires 260 Megabytes). The amount of
RAM and computer time required increases at least linearly ts the number of variables
increases. For most realistic scenarios, the tipper bound calculation is an overestimate
because of the high estimate of the base/aircraft type combinations, the assumption
of three aircraft per package configuration. the assumption that all aircraft types are
located at all the bases, and the assumption that all aircraft are within range of
all targets. In addition to these overestimates, one mission clearly dominates many
others, so a smple filtering scheme could be used to decrease the mission variable set.
However, for the scenario example described. developing a more realistic bound and
then filtering many of the obviously poor missions out of the mission set still leaves
hundreds of thousands of realistic candidate missions. This corresponds to millions
of decision variables in the Composite Mission Variable Model. and the model will
require an extensive amount of memory and time to solve. A method is needed
to decrease the mission variable set without reducing the effectiveness of the plan
generated.
5.4 Price-Coordinated Mission Generation
General price-co(ordinatedl variable generation is a metho(d ulsed to reduce the ari-
abl)es incluled in an optiniizatin model when t i solved. Rather than include all
the variables in the niodel. price-coordinatloll teratlvelv generates variables that it
etimates w'ill be incll(ied in the ptiimal solultion. Dependent on the spelfi('s of the
pri(ce-coordinatl n methodl pplie(l. the reduced set o variables can incllu(le all r most
of the variables tat forni n op)tirilal set. For a linear program. )rice-coordination
is an exact nmetlhod fr coordilnating tthe generation of variables to find the optinlal
soi lt ion. 'able h. 1 lists t he steps f a general rice-(coor(dinati on algorithm for linear
programs.
A\ few characterist ics f a model deternine the usefulness of applying price(-coordiinated -
variable generation to the model; b)elow we list the characteristics and their relevance
to ('NIVI).
('haracteristic 1. The nod(tel hs many feasible variables s(uch that the nmodel re-
quires an ip)racti('cal allon11t f (CrolM)liter memory and tinie to solve fr tihe
app)lca,.tion )being sed(t to ind a slution. Th]'e ('oniposite Mlission \Variab)le
sQ9
1. Generate initial set of variables. There are multiple ways to obtain an initial
variable set, the method used in CVD is explained in Section 5.4.6.
2. Solve the model with the current variable set. The reduced cost (rc,) of a
variable x is equal to the objective function coefficient (c)) minus the simplex
multipliers (4A,). where p is a vector of dual prices of the constraints, and .4
is the coefficient vector from the left hand sides (LHS) of the constraints for
variable x., this is.
re = c - Aj (5.1)
The reduced cost of a variable represents the marginal change in the objective
value that will occur if the variable is added to the variables in the solution.
3. Instead of calculating the reduced costs of all the variables not in the current
solution. form a subproblem that maximizes' the reduced cost over all variables.
If the maximum is a negative number. we have an optimal solution because the
marginal change in the objective value for adding an' variable to the solution
is negative (rc < 0 V ). If an, reduced costs are positive. either add the
variable(s) with the highest reduced cost. add all variables with positive reduced
costs, or add a subset of them to the current variable set. and go to Step 2.
Table 5.1: General Price-Coordination Algorithm
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Model can have billions of decision variables depending on the scenario size.
Characteristic 2. The number of variables in the solution is small relative to the
feasible set. For a scenario containing 1000 targets. there are hundreds to the
low thousands of missions in the Composite MNission Variable lodel solution.
relative to the millions in the feasible set.
Characteristic 3. The LP can be quickly solved to obtain the dual prices. The
Composite Mission Variable Model is an IP. however we solve the LP relaxation
in price-coordinated composite mission variable generation. The use of the LP
relaxation is discussed in Section 5.4.2. and the time to solve the LP is discussed
in Section 6.2.3.
Characteristi 4. A method exists that can efficiently find the variables of thile model
that maximize the reduced cost equation. For CN'D. an efficient heuristic was
developed that provides mission variables that are close to. or equal to the
nission variables that niaximize the reduced costs.
The first two (characteristics are significait starting points for applying price-coordinated
column generation be(aise the soltiion of a model with millions of variables is inlm-
prac('ti(cal to find for miost appli(cations: iandl the nee(d to inclide all hat are feasible is
negated becalse, only a small inlb)er of variables exist in) the slltion. Efficientlv cal-
cilating the (uial p)rices and finding t le variables with te maxinmnim rellduced costs is
important because price-coordinated variable generatlon is meant to nake the (orn-
p)osite Nlissioi \ariale .ltod(el tractiable.
We have presented a general price-coordination algorithm for linear programlls.
[However. t ie (niposite lission 'ariab)le Nlode i a integer program. The dital
price and( redulced cost nterp)retatimons that are trule for a L do not hold for an
IP. In atlton, solving n [1') at each iteration of the algorithm generally rtequires
an increase in (i[piltation trInlie. F)rturiatelv. the P relaxation solution valie is
a tight bounld n( tht opl)tinlla! oblctievalue Composite Mission Variable Xlodel
(given a current tnissio set ). The tight b)l( of the P relaxation of the ('omposite
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MNission Variable Model is defined by two correlated features; the objective value of
the LP relaxation solution is less than .2% higher than the IP objective value in
experiments, and only 0-10% of the variables in the LP solution are fractional in
most experiments (results in Section 6.2.3). Since the LP relaxation forms a tight
bound. most of the composite mission variables in the solution that maximize the
LP also maximize the IP solution objective value. Therefore, a composite mission
variable candidate set that maximizes the LP objective value also provide a near-
optimal IP solution. Furthermore a restricted composite mission variable set found
using price-coordination to maximize the LP relaxation of the Composite Mission
Variable Model provides a near-optimal 2 IP solution. Consequently. CIMVD performs
price-coordinated composite mission variable generation o the LP relaxation of the
Composite Mission Variable Model. When the iterations stop. binary restrictions on
variables are added ad the Composite Mission Variable Model is solved. only with
the set f generated variables. ulsing standard branch and boutnd techniques and only
the set of generated variables.
\We have (les(cril)ed the general pri(ce-coor(dinatlonll rnet(d ulse(l In CNIVI). The
remaining sect('iois Of this ('hapter describe the details (of the algorithm. St ionl 5.4. 1
(lisc(lsses the lpp)er bourd nterpretatior of the IP relaxat io n f)r the ('Composite
M.lissionl Variable .lModel. Sectlion .4.2 describl)es the relduced cost equation for the
coilposilte mrission variab)les. Se('ctiomi 5.1.3 dt-rscrifbes the (livision f the sIub)problenl
slich tha.t the comp)site IlrSsioin riables withi the highest reduied cost are added
for eac'h ta.rget. Section 5A..- (lescribtes the heuristic Ilsed to solve the siubproblems.
iln('lJding a disc('lssion o the op)t inialitv gap) of the heulristic. Sect ion 5.6 (iscuSses
p)ractical methods for olbtainiig an} initial set of composite niission variables. Section
5.-4.5 discsses options fr (letermining when to stop the price-coordinated iteration.
Finally, Section 5.4. smmarizes the C('MVI) approach fr generating an air o(i)era-
tions plan.
'134)1111( il I)pitil llitY dlscu( j*;t i II sectiw 5 I
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5.4.1 Interpretation of LP Relaxation as Upper Bound
As stated in the general description of price-coordinated variable generation for a
linear program. an optimal solution to the LP is found when the subproblem cannot
find a variable with a positive reduced cost. The objective value of the LP relaxation
solution of the Composite Mission Variable is an upper bound on the objective value
of the integer solution. Therefore, an upper hound on the objective value for the air
operations plan is found when an optimal subproblem solver cannot find a variable
with a positive reduced cost.
However. when CNIVD finds a composite variable mission set that produces tlhe
optimal solltion to the LP relaxation, variables that will increase the integer soltition
max still e outside of the set. This is trule even if te subproblem solver s optimnal.
The L P relaxatioi is a relaxation o)f t he binary const raints on the Composite mission
variables. If binarv constraint onl one of the fractiorial variables n the LP relax-
atiom sollltion is a(l(led ()ranching). theni the P relaxation solution of tle branches
(fractional ariable (constrained t zero and ome for the branc(hes resl)ectivelv) 1may
have different (ial prices thani the solutlion t the Lf' relaxation of the root rode
of the branch and blound tree. The sbproblers rmay find variables wth positive
retice(l costs for the new dual prices. and these varial)les rma increase the objective
value of the integer soluition to the ('omposite Mission Variable Mo(el. In addition.
price-coordinated mission variab)le generation (can be p)erfoimed o( te branches in
similar fashion to price-coordination performe(d on the root node. A process that an
be employed to achieve optimalitv is to perform price-('oordinated missiotin variable
generation on each branch. Nevertheless, the LPI relaxa.tion solution of the root no(de
is an upper bound on the integer solution, ad s stated n Section 5.1. the nte-
ger solut ion alue of the Comp(osite NMission ariable Model s wit hin .27( of the LP1
relaxation n all experiments.
5.4.2 Composite Mission Variable Reduced Cost
Before presenting the reduced cost of a composite mission variable, we note that
the modeling of time in the Composite Mission Variable MNIodel is different from the
subproblem solver presented in Section 5.4.4. The Composite Mission Variable MIodel
selects. from the candidate set, the optimal combination of missions and their start
times. However. when the subproblem solver generates a mission. it does not consider
the optimal time to start the mission, and also does not distinguish between aircraft
prices over time. The sbproblem solver uses a constant aircraft price per-unit-time.
Yet, the LP relaxation of the Composite Mission Variable formulation provides the
dual prices of the aircraft supply constraints for every time period. Therefore. to
provide the subproblem solver with a sitable representation of the aircraft price
per-unit-time, the dual prices of the aircraft supply constraints are averaged over
tnie. an this averaged per-unit timie price is p)rov(iledl to the su)bproblem solver.
The irlmpll(cation of lising te average price is that the average price lmaia. iln so)rie
cses. e poor estimate of the actl pri(e ffor speci)(lfi(c t ine period)ts. [however. thie
deterllination of the (aes that mIlay cause a poor estilnate 'is left to fituire rsearch.
Ihe (dila] pric(e fronl the L -) relaxation for each aircraft sup)ply (o(-)straint in the
(' l)omposite issio)n \ariable .ht)(iel is labeled I[,ht . anti the average s abeled P,, suclt
\' p,,,
t itt T-
\\'ith the verage dlual price of tie aircraft suipply constraint (lescribed. the reduledI
cost canr be forned(l. Th(' parameters a(l decision variab})les. not alreadv (('scril)(i ill
('haplter 1. that are used(ifor the re(dice(d c(()st approximatioln of a rllission varable are
as follows:
* Fo)r all {a.b} ((lllconibinlat ons of the aircraft suplply cnstraint ( qulation 4.2).
ah
* The (dal pn[)r:ces of the hillt-(ince constraint s (qatlll .4.3) are lal)eled Pr for
every target r.
* Ihe (llal pric(,es of the conlmlitte(l constraintls (jullat ol .1 4) are labeled lf5
for every ('corirlitted( aircraft. Thle' (lal r(ices of the s'()OI(i set of comm(itted
constraints (Equation 4.5) are not used because these constraints are to restrict
missions with committed aircraft from starting after time zero, and the upper
bounds on these mission variables are equal to zero. The dual price of these
upper bound constraints are meaningless.
* For a given mission suggested by a subproblem. the number of aircraft of type
a from base b is labeled ymab. ynab E { 1. .... }
* Ymc is a binary variable and is equal to one for each committed aircraft (c) that
the mission uses. y, {. 1}.
* Ymp is a binarv variable and is equal to one for the package configuration (p)
that is used in the mission. ymp E { 1}.
Rp and IT take on the same definition of R~,, and lTab described n
Section 4.3, but are defined for the package instead of the mission.
* t1 is the expected value of the target destroved in Tnm.
* O('ah, is the fixed operating cost per unit f timne of aircraft of tpe a from base
b. This is the dollar op)erating cost of using the aircraft. nrot the dual price.
The redlluced cost approximation 3 of ai mission variable for an ndiv'dual target r.
'all it RC'm, is equal to the following:
' , 'V A1 * V, , * CV * y., >f Pb 0 P * 5 2,
Note that the reduced cost approximnation does not include the time penalty E7mt
that is lised in the objective function coefficient of the mission variables in the ('Com-
posite Mission \Variable Mo(ldel becaullse the sbproblenms do not (determine when to
start the missions.
A)I)prOiml;att t '.' I .i' ,f the (liference in tn1v' lt 0flinTg etWtivti thi lh r)pr tbls'ni and the ('ant-
p4)sit' Mission Variaiite M eitel
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5.4.3 Subproblem Break-Up
Price-coordinated variable generation techniques can have one or multiple subprob-
lem(s) that generate the variable(s) with the highest reduced cost(s). CMVD is more
efficient with multiple subproblern such that a mission is suggested for each target at
every iteration. Addition of only the mission that maximizes the reduced cost equa-
tion (5.2) over all targets requires many iterations; our implementation of CNIMVD adds
the best for each of the targets at each iteration. Furthermore, an efficient heuristic
was developed to find the mission with maximal reduced cost for each target (Section
5.4.4). Finally, addition of the the best mission for each target is anll effective step size
for each iteration of expanding the composite mission variable set and setting dual
prices.
Since variables that will nriot improve the solution to the LP relaxation may actuallv
improve the integer solution (discussed in Section 5.4.1). CNIVD adds the subproblem
solutions even if they have non-positive reduced costs. Small changes in the number
of variables (one for every target) resulllt in a nminor chanrge in computation time of the
('omposite lission ariable Model. Therefore it is practical to add all the subproblem
sollltions at each iteration even if they have nron-positive reducedl costs because they
may improve the air operations plan generated.
A parti(cular subprob)len is solve(l a second timre for a missiop generation iteration
if it cannot find at easible nission ase( on the (lcurrent location an(l stat us of aircraft.
or if it tasks cornhniltted aircraft in the first mission generated. If either of these two
cases occulr. then the sbproblenl is givel a set o)f aircraft to choosxe from that mirrors
the aircraft spply when all aircraft are not engaged in missions. The second mission
is generated because the subp)roblemls include the ssllmption that the are ch(l(oosing
a mission that' will start at the (current scenario time. et,. the mission start times
are selected by the Composite Mission Varial)le. Therefore. the subproblems generate
the second mission so that the Comp(osite Mission Variable NIodel s supplied with
missions that are optinial if a mission is .started after the current scenario time. he
first mission is ptinial given it will start at the current s(enario time.
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The subproblems do not select the start time of missions because the optimal se-
lection of missions and their respective start times requires the knowledge of the entire
air operations problem. One of the features designed in the Composite Mission Vari-
able Model is to separate mission generation and mission selection to avoid a complex
model such as the Super MNodel which creates and selects missions simultaneously.
5.4.4 Subproblem Solver
The purpose of the subproblem solver is to maximize the reduced cost equation of
a mission (Equation 5.2). subject to the constraints of mission generation (Section
5.1). The subproblem solver implemented searches over the possibie combinations of
aircraft types. bases. assembly points. and package configurations to find the mission
variable with the highest reduced cost for an individual target. The subproblem solver
estimates mission length and mission risk exposure in order to restrict the search space
compared to the search space required to calculate exact alules. Figire 5-1 outlines
the nmajor loops over which the heuristic searches for the optimal mission. including
a sluimmary of the loop restriction. Below, we discuss in frther detail the restriction
on the search. when the restriction nav cause a subprollem to find a suboptimIal
niission. and where the rest riction reduces cmputat ions Section .4. is concluded
with a isclssion of sllbprohlen otinality results fr one experiment.
Search Limitation
The aircraft search niav nt always find the optimal aircraft beca;ee the heliristlc
calculates only the estimated expec(tedl attrition and time cost of the aircraft. The
(c lcilations are estimates i two waws. First, the attrition cost is a est imate becalse
escorts are assimned to be escorting t he st rike aircraft only after the aircraft reach t liew
assembly point. When the filial aircraft n the mission are determined. it may )be the
case that escorts fly from the })ase with the attwack aircraft to the assemni)lv l)Ollt as
well. For most scenari(os. Wkssenlblix poits are outside significant threat areas, so the
attrition cst b)etween ssembly po)nlt an( ) base should be insignificant.
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Figure 5-1: Subproblem Solver Pseudo Code and Search Restriction
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Second. the ti:me cost is an estimate in that the true timing of the mission is
not known until the final aircraft are assigned. There are two different cases for
the estimates of the exact mission length. First, maximum speeds of escort aircraft
and attack aircraft usually differ and they must fly the same speed to be escorted.
However, aircraft will only fly at the speed of the escort when being escorted, and the
escort level between base and assembly point is not determined until the final aircraft
are determined. Therefore. the mission length is not determined until the speed of
the aircraft flying from base to assembly point is estimated. Second. for missions
using committed aircraft, the aircraft in the air may have to loiter depending on the
final aircraft assigned to the mission, and the loiter time cannot be determined until
the final aircraft are determined.
Both expected attrition and time cost are estimated because calculating the exact
costs would require enumeration of every combination of aircraft. There are many
combinations of aircraft and the enumeration would require many more computations
than the computations required to estimate the costs. A suboptimal mission is sug-
gested by the heuristic if the chosen aircraft have actual costs that are higher than
the optimal aircraft that are not selected.
Heuristic Optimality Gap
We discussed that the search limitations may cause the subproblem solver to find a
suboptimal mission, and in Section 6.2.2 a experiment is presented where the sub-
problem solver is found to be near-optimal. As described in Section 5.4.1, the LP
relaxation solution is the upper bound of the optimal solution to the Composite Mis-
sion Variable Model if an optzmal subproblem solver is used and price-coordinated
mission generation is not stopped until the subproblem finds all ariables with pos-
itive reduced costs. However, if the subproblem solver is not guaranteed to find the
mission with the highest reduced cost, then the objective value of the solution of the
LP relaxation is not necessarily the upper bound. Suboptimal subprob!ems are not
guaranteed to find the mission variable with the highest reduced cost, and a mission
variable with a positive reduced cost may still be outside of the current mission set
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when all subproblems report non-positive solutions.
To test for optimality of the subproblem solver, we compare a known upper bound
on the objective value of the LP relaxation solution with the objective value of the
LP relaxation solution achieved using price-coordinated variable generation (price-
coordination not stopped until the maximum reduced cost was non-positive). For the
experiment in Section 6.2.2, the known LP relaxation solution was found solving the
full-scale Composite Mission Variable Model. The objective value is 2.684 compared
to the objective value of 2.63 that is achieved by CMVD. Therefore, the subproblems
did not find all the optimal missions because the objective value of the LP relaxation
solution of CMVD was below the known upper bound. However, good" missions
were generated since the values are within two percent.
5.4.5 Stopping Criteria
This Section discusses different criteria for stopping CMVD iterations, and the crite-
rion used to stop the branch and bound search for the IP solution. The following are
options for stopping CMVD iterations:
1. Stop iterating when the LP relaxation solution cannot be improved.
As stated in Section 5.4, CMVD uses the LP relaxation to perform the price-coordinated
composite mission variable generation. The solution value of the LP relaxation cannot
be improved when the subproblems cannot find any variables with positive reduced
costs. Therefore, one stopping criterion for CMVD is to stop iterations when the
maximum value of the subproblems is non-positive. However, as stated in Section
5.4.1, if the solution to the LP relaxation has fractional variables, then it is possible
that composite mission variables outside of the current mission set may increase the
integer solution value. Nonetheless, we are using the LP relaxation because it forms a
tight upper bound, and therefore stopping iterations when the LP relaxation solution
cannot be improved will generally provide a near-optimal integer solution.
2. Stop iterating when the LP relaxation solution value does not in-
crease by at least a specified percentage. In later iterations of price-coordinated
mission generation, fewer non-duplicate missions are suggested by the subproblems.
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In addition. the subproblems that do not suggest duplicates usually suggest missions
that do not increase the objective value as much as missions suggested in earlier it-
eraticns. Plan generation should be as fast as possible. and at some point mission
generation iterations should stop because the time spent on later iterations does not
warrant the small added plan value. One option for a stopping criterion is to stop
iterations if (current LP objective function value) < (previous LP objective function
value)- ()%* (previous LP objective function value). The e value we used in exper-
iments was .5% to 1c. The risk of this stopping criterion is that in some cases the
LP relaxation solution will not improve by more than percent in one iteration. but
then it will increase a significant amount in later iterations. Figure 6-5 in Chapter 6.
depicts an experiment where the objective value flattened out in one iteration. and
then rose again the next iteration.
3. Stop iteration when the number of non-duplicate missions generated
is below a specified number. In experiments. once the slluhproblems begin gener-
ating a small number of non-duplicate missions. the LP relaxation solution does not
increase sharply. Therefore. this stopping criterion does not pose the same risk as the
previous stopping criterion: although. most experiments did not show the behavior of
the experiment depicted in Figure 6-5 of Chapter 6. Furthermore. CINMVD required
2 to 3 more iterations to stop when using the low number of non-duplicate mission
criterion than when using the previous criterion (in tests low numbher - 2). I'sing
zero as the low number is an absolute stopping criterion because the dual prices of
the LP relaxation solution will not change when no new missions are added.
In summary. (CNIMVD) displayed diminishing returns for later iterations of compos-
ite mnission variable generation, hblt a few experiments displayed increasing returns
for. at most. one or two iterations.
The branch and hound search to find the IP solution to the Composite Mission
Variable Model is stopped when the gap between the LP and IP objective values is less
than 10 percent. As is discussed in Section 6.2.3. in all experiments the first solution
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found within 10 percent was actually within .2 percent. The integer solution search is
stopped before guaranteed to be the optimal solution because allowing the search to
continue after finding a solution within 10% did not produce higher objective values.
Allowing the branch and bound search to continue only lowered the upper bound in
all tests. In general. the integer solution search for the Composite Mission Variable
model finds good solutions early. and then simply lowers the upper bound after that.
The selection of the appropriate CNIMVD iteration and integer solution search stopping
criterion applied in real world" air operations will likely depend on the urgency to
generate an air operations plan.
5.4.6 Initial Mission Set
An initial set of variables or initial set of dual prices is needed to start price-coordinated
variable generation (Step 1 in the general algorithm (Table 5.1)). In C'NIVD experi-
ments. the dual prices from the last LP relaxation solution in the previous planning
cycle are used as the starting dual prices for the current planning cycle. The initial
set of missions is generated by providing the subproblems with the initial dual prices.
For the first planning cycle of a scenario. the dual prices were are to zero.
CMVD was tested when using the dual prices from the previous planning ccle.
and tested when setting the dual prices equal to zero for each planning cycle. In
all tests. the objective value of the integer solution was within one percent for the
two methods. However. using previous prices did on average reduce the number of
mission generation iterations by one or two for each planning cycle.
5.4.7 Continue and Abort Missions
Before the price-coordinated iteration starts, CNIVD generates two mission variables
for each previously committed mission; one that has the aircraft "continue" their mis-
sion. and one that has the aircraft "abort" their missions. The "continue" mission
variables are generated before price-coordinated iteration starts because it is feasible
for the continue missions to be. in error, not generated during the iteration. and/or
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they are usually generated by the price-coordinated iterations anyway. They can be
incorrectly not generated because CMIVD iterations are stopped before all optimal
missions are guaranteed to be found. Also. in experiments. adding "continue" mis-
sions in the beginning reduced the number of price-coordinated mission generation
iterations because most "continue" mission were in the optimal solution.
"Abort'" missions are generated before price-coordinated iterations start for two
possible occurrences that aircraft are required to abort. First. it is possible for sub-
problems to generate mission variables that do not use aircraft that were previously
assigned to the target in that subproblem: for these cases the subproblerns do not
create pans or routes for the previously assigned aircraft to abort. The result of
these cases is that the Composite Mission Variable Model is infeasible because it does
not have a mission variable for all committed aircraft (Constraint 4.4). Therefore.
"ahort"' missions are generated before price-coordination starts to provide a feasible
mission set.
Second. sometimes a target (typically newly emerged and valuable time-critical
targets) maxy arise as an optimal target t attack in a planning cycle while mansy
aircraft are flying to other targets with payloa(ds that are not applicable for that tar-
get For this case, the optimal plan is to a)bort the reqluired aircraft ack to ase.
re-load themn with new weapons. ad send them to attack the time-critical target.
However, the subproblem solver employed in ('CMV) (er not have the capability
to send aircraft back to base to re-arm efore attacking the target assigne(d to the
sulbproblem. CIVD considers aborting and attacrking two separate missions. If no
committed aircraft with the required weapons are near a time-critical target. the
subproblem with that assigned target must sullggest a mission that, when executed,
will ulse aircraft located at base. Note that sulbproblems may "sulggest" candidate
mlissions rorn a base even when all the aircraft at that base are in flight because the
sullbproblems are constrained by the aircraft a.szsgncd to the base, not the nstanta-
neous sulpply as is the Composite Mission Variable Model. So, consider the following
example: a time-critical target arises when all aircraft are in the air, but all aircraft
within range of the time-critical target do not have the required weapons. To attack
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the time-critical target. the Composite Mission Variable Model can choose one of the
automatically generated "abort" missions, AND. with a subsequent start time. the
subproblem mission corresponding to the time-critical target.
5.4.8 CMVD Algorithm
The full CMVD algorithm for generating air operations plans is presented in Table
5.2. Performance characteristics such as the average number of iterations to generate
1. Collect all scenario data required for mission generation and the Composite
Mission Variable MIodel.
2. Set dual prices. If beginning of conflict, set dual prices equal to zero: else, set
dual prices equal to the values from the LP relaxation solution of the Composite
Mlission Variable M..odel of the last planning cycle.
3. For each target. the heuristic subproblems generate a mission that maximizes
the reduced cost equation (5.2) given the current dual prices. If a subproblem
cannot find a feasible mission. or the generated mission includes committed
aircraft. generate a second mission for that subproblem by giving it a set of
aircraft to choose from that mirrors the aircraft supply when no aircraft are
engaged in missions (discussed in Section 5.4.3). Add the non-duplicate missions
to the mission set.
4. Solve the LP relaxation of the Composite Mission Variable given the current
mission set. If the stopping criterion is met (discussed in Section 5.4.5). go
to step 5: else. update the dual prices to those obtained from the newest LP
relaxation solution. and go to step 3.
5. Solve the integer solution to the Composite Mission Variable Model given the
restricted mission set. The integer solution is the air operations plan.
Table 5.2: CNMVD Algorithm
a plan. solution time per-iteration. and the number of fractional solutions in the LP
relaxation are presented in Section 6.2.3. Results of experiments testing CMNIVD plan
quality and plan generation time are also presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Implementation and Evaluation
6.1 Implementation and Conflict Simulation
CMVD is implemented in C-- + to interact with an Air Operations Simulation ( 11).
The commercial optimization software. Xpress-MNIP 1. is used to solve the Composite
Mission Variable Model in experiments.
The purpose of the Air Operations Simulation is to:
* Provide machinery for defining the experiment to be executed, including the
scenario, control actions. discrepancies between truth and controller models,
and Monte Carlo samples.
* Propagate the state of the air operations world" and transmit selected state
information to the planner (CMNIVD).
* Receive command information from the planner and propagate the world model
until the next planner interaction.
* Provide machinery for monitoring, analyzing. and generating archived results.
The Air Operations Simulation and CMVD are two separate processes. imple-
mented in different computer languages (FORTRAN and C++) and hosted on differ-
ent computers running different operating systems (NT and Linux). This mechaniza-
tion allowed for the separate development of these components, and precluded any
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inadvertent sharing of world state information that was not defined explicitly on the
interface between the two components. The only interface between the two processes
is through shared files.
The types of information that are reported by the Air Operations Simulation to
CMNIVD include the following:
* Simulated time
* Aircraft instances including payload configurations
* Target instances including:
- Value as a function of time. including target regeneration effects on value
- Weaponeering options to attack target
- Acquisition probability as a function of time
- Location
* Mission package configurations. Ex: 2 F-15s. 1 Escort
* Weapon types
* Air bases
* Tanker orbit locations
* Commander's Intent tables
* Threat tables and parameters
* Logistical cost tables
The deterministic processes that are modeled in the simulation include:
* Aircraft ground preparation into a commanded mission configuration to include:
fueling, weapons loading, mission planning, pilot assignment. and maintenance,
culminating in mission launch.
* Aircraft location propagation adhering to routes generated by the planner.
* Aircraft recovery, including landing
* Assembly point rendezvous
* Aerial refueling
* Weapon release upon target acquisition.
The stochastic processes modeled in the simulation include the following:
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* Aircraft acquisition of fleeting targets
* Ground-based enemy air defense interactions with possible aircraft attrition
* Weapon damage to targets
* Target reconstitution
The above stochastic processes are random. but the planner is made aware of their
probabilistic distributions in the interface between the simulation and planner.
Other processes. deterministic or stochastic. can be introduced in the simulated
conflict and information on them is not shared with the planner. These processes
include:
* Threat density errors
* Weaponeering effectiveness errors
* Target value errors
* Unanticipated decreasesincreases in aircraft supply
* Unanticipated base closures
Processes that are not modeled explicitly in the Air Operations Simulation include:
* Mobile targets. Stochastic acquisition of targets is included. but not explicit
target movement
* Attrition and relocation of ground-based air defenses
* Tasking of aircraft not contained in strike packages created by the planner.
* Air-to-air engagements
The simulation and the planner run in consecutive. cyclic fashion rather than con-
currently. Simulated time is suspended while the planner receives state information
and generates a plan. In real-world conflicts where the environment does not pause for
planners to develop plans. future-state estinmation is required for plan development.
If CMVD required 15 minutes to generate a plan, for example. then estimations on
the future environment state 15 minutes from when planning starts must be made
to form the data used to build the model. Performing future state estimations and
concurrent planning are left to fture research.
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6.2 Experiments
There are four sets of experiments performed. and each set is presented to highlight
a specific feature of CMVD. The first set of experiments is to examine the solu-
tion value of CNIMVD in comparison to the optimal value obtained from the full-scale
Composite Mission Variable Model. The second set of experiments is performed to
examine performance characteristics of CNIMVD such as solution time, number of mis-
sion generation iterations, and the size of the mission set. The third set highlights
the effectiveness of the plans generated by CMVD as compared to the plans gen-
erated b the Heuristic Air Operations Planner described in Chapter 3. The final
set of experiments explores the effect that a shortened CNIMVD planning cycle has on
air operations. The scenario context of all experiments described in Section 6.2.1 is
followed b the presentation of the experiments.
6.2.1 Scenario Context
To provide real geography in testing. all scenarios simulated in experiments were
based on the operational area set in the vicinity of New Guinea (Figure 6-1).
The Indonesian province of Irian Java on the western half of the island is identified
as the fictitious aggressor state of "West Cyberland." and the eastern half of the
island. comprising most of Papua New Guinea. is identified as the allied state of
"East Cyberland." The important geographic features are the air operations targets
located primarily in West Cyberland. The large scale of the operational area implies
that tactical aircraft operating from East (Cyberland bases will frequently require one
or multiple aerial refueling activities to complete missions against West Cyberland
The scenario and model settings are varied to underscore the experiment per-
formed. The description of the features is divided into those that are common across
experiments and those that vary across experiments. Only the varied features are
listed under each experiment.
The scenario features that are common to all experiments performed
are:
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Figure 6-1: Scenario Geography
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* The target weights by Cyberland region and target category are common to all
experiments (weights displayed in Figure 6-2). A.s described in Section 2.1.3,
the value of all targets of a particular category and region is equal to cell weight
divided b the sum of all the cell weights.
Figure 6-2: Target Weights by Functional Category and Cyberland Region
Functional Category West North South East
Command and Control j 10 30 20 10
Power Stations 5 10 5 30
Weapon Factories 10 20 5 30
Airfields 10 30 5 10
Communication Lines 1 10 1 10
Oil Fields 1 5 1 5
Tank Units 1 5 1 30
Chemical Weapon Depots 10 10 _ 5 30
* The probability that a weaponeering (CMVD weaponeering discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1) configuration destroys a specific category of target is common across
experiments. The formula for applying weaponeering estimates of the proba-
bility of damage to the current target damage state to obtain the post-strike
estimate of probability of damage is:
PDA4s = 1 - (1 - PDw)(1 - PDcs) (6.1)
PD4s - Probability of damage estimate as a result of planned strike
PDcs - Current state probability of damage
-PDw - Weaponeering probability of damage for the number of weapons(NW)
released. The weaponeering specification (weaponeering modeling dis-
cussed in Section 5.1) indicates how many weapons of a particular type
are required to be delivered o "virgin"' targets to achieve the required
probability of damage threshold. If a different number of weapons, N,
is released on a target, the PDw factor is replaced by the factor PDN
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obtained by logarithmic interpolation:
PD1 = 1 - (1 - Dw)1W (6.2)
PD = - (1- PD1)N (6.3)
The probability distribution for aircraft acquisition of fleeting targets (effect of
fleeting targets on CMVD parameters is discussed in Section 4.3). The proba-
bility of acquiring a target is distributed as:
exp - (t4 - tO)V ) (6.4)
- to - Reference time (often the time of entry onto the target list).
- t - Scheduled strike time.
- r - Time constant of target. This is used to represent the constant at
which the acquisition probability changes. r varies by targets, but the
exponential decay distribution form does not. This value is not constant
across experiments and is discussed under non-constant parameters.
* Aircraft Types. Each scenario includes 6 aircraft types F-15s, F-2 (Weasels),
Jammers, Bomberl, Bomber2, Bomber3}. The fuel endurance, payload ca-
pacity, speed, range, and attrition probabilities are the factors that define an
aircraft type.
* Package Configurations (CMVD modeling of package configurations is discussed
in Section 5.1). Each scenario includes 28 package configurations that can be
employed to attack a target. The package configuration sizes range from one
to five aircraft. They are created such that the following general configurations
are feasible for a mission:
- A single attack aircraft (F-15 or Bomber)
- 2 attack aircraft
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Figure 6-3: Geographical Layout of Bases, Assembly Points, and Tankers
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- 1 F-2 Weasel escorting an attack aircraft
- 1 F-2 Weasel escorting 2 attack aircraft
- 2 F-2 Weasels escorting 2 attack aircraft
- 1 F-2 Weasel and a Jammer escorting an attack aircraft
- 2 F-2 Weasels and a Jammer escorting 2 attack aircraft
* Base Locations. Each scenario includes the same 5 bases (Figure 6-3).
* Tanker Locations (CMVD re-fueling modeling is discussed in Section 5.1). Each
scenario includes three tanker locations (Figure 6-3) that can supply unlimited
amounts of fuel.
* Attrition Modeling. A simple threat model is included in all experiments. The
probability of attrition for aircraft on a given route is influenced by the following
factors:
- The density of SAMs over which the aircraft is routed. Threat density
is defined as the number of air defense units per 30 km grid. The threat
layout of all experiments is illustrated in Figure 6-3. Darker shades in the
Figure represent areas with higher densities of threats.
- The presence of Wild Weasels while the aircraft is over each threat in the
route. Wild Weasels are equipped with missiles that can lock onto enemy
air defenses when they are tracking an aircraft.
- The presn,,ce of jammers while the aircraft is over each threat in the route.
Jamnmers cali use radar jamming to decrease the effective radius of enemy
air defenses.
Threat density, wild weasels, and jammers define the following quantities:
- p - density of air defense
- R - effective engagement radius of air defense unit. The effective engage-
ment radius is reduced by the presence of jammers.
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- NPE - number of potential engagements
- PE - probability of engagement given aircraft is within effective radius
of enemy air defense. The probability of engagement is reduced by the
presence of Wild Weasels. Air defenses are less likely to engage aircraft
when Wild Weasels are present because Wild Weasels can launch missiles
that lock onto the enemy air defense radar when the air defense is engaging.
- PK - probability of air defense destroying aircraft given engagement.
- PKR - total probability of attrition for route. (CMVD attrition param-
eters are discussed in Section 4.3, and the summary of CMVD attrition
modeling is discussed in Section 4.5.2).
With the above quantities defined:
NPE = A p * R dp (6.5)
ath
PKR = 1 - (1 - PK)NPE*PE (6.6)
* Operating Costs. CVD modeling of operating costs is discussed in Section
4.3. The operations costs are set to zero in experiments.
The model parameters that are constant across experiments are:
* CV = 50,000,000 for each experiment. CV is the commander tuning parameter
(discussed in Section 4.3) used for commanders to input their risk aversion.
This parameter was set to 50,000,000 after running experiments with different
values and finding a value that returned a range of 2 to 10 percent of aircraft
supply being lost over 7 days.
* ETt = t * 10- 6. ETt is an objective function penalty that increases as the
the start time of a mission increases (parameter discussed in Section 4.3 and
purpose discussed in Section 2.1.3). The penalty increase for each time period,
10-6, was set by running experiments and picking a value that is always smaller
than the target value and attrition cost numbers.
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The scenario and model parameters not constant across experiments are:
1. Number of targets. The number of targets in experiments ranges from 20 to
2000. In addition, the times at which specific targets are added to the target
list are varied across experiments. The planner is unaware of targets until they
are put on the target list.
2. Fleeting targets. The percentage of targets that are fleeting ranges from 10
to 70 percent. In addition, the exponential decay constant, r in (Equation 6.4).
ranges from 4 to 24 hours.
3. Aircraft Supply. The supply of aircraft, among the bases, ranges during
experiments. The total supply ranges from 20 to 740.
4. Planning Cycle. The planning cycle in experiments ranges from 1 to 24 Hours.
5. Plan Horizon. The plan horizon ranges from 4 to 24 hours in experiments.
6. Assembly Points Locations. CMVD assembly point modeling is discussed
in Section 5.1. Each scenario includes 3 assembly points. The assembly points
are located such that aircraft from bases can assemble safely away from major
threat areas. The locations are constant throughout experiments (Figure 6-3),
however in some experiments aircraft are blocked from using assembly points.
7. CMVD Stopping Criterion. The options for stopping CMVD iterations are
discussed in Section 5.4.5. In experiments, we apply the following two criteria:
(a) Stop CMVD iterations if: (current LP objective function value) < (previ-
ous LP objective function value)-4- ()%* (previous LP objective function
value). is set to 1 or .5 (01 or .005%) in experiments when this stopping
criterion is used.
(b) Stop CMVD iterations when the number of new composite mission vari-
ables generated is less than a pre-determined parameter (NM). NA = 1
in experiments.
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8. Time interval. CMVD represents time with discrete time intervals. The time
intervals used for each experiment are 15 or 30 minutes
9. Maximum Attrition Probability for Aircraft Route. Wlen missions are
generated in CMNIVD. no aircraft can fly a route that will cause it to exceed a
specified probability of attrition on any route (discussed in Section 4.5.2). The
values range from .5 to 100 percent. Note that even if the maximum probability
is high. the Composite Mission Variable Model still includes attrition cost in
the objective value that discourages (relative to CV) the selection of high risk
missions.
6.2.2 Optimality, Full Scale Mission Set vs. CMVD
We applied price-coordinated mission variable generation to reduce the number of
mission variables considered by the Composite Mission Variable Model. The pur-
pose of the reduction in variables is to reduce the computation time and memory
required to generate a plan. The objective of this experiment is to determine how
much expected plan value is lost by employing CMNIVD vs. employing the full-scale
Composite Mission Variable Model. For a plan for a particular point in time of a
scenario, this is determined by generating a plan using the full-scale (all variables
included) Composite Mission Variable Model and comparing the objective value with
the objective value of a plan generated by CMNIVD. However, CMNIVD was developed
because solution of the filll-scale Composite Mission Variable Model on medium and
large problems is slow at best, and impossible given computer resources available (In-
tel Pentium 800 with 384 megabytes of RAM) at worst. In fact, a problem with only
20 targets requires 293 megabytes of memory for the full-scale model to solve (Figure
6-6). We use this 20 target problem to test the optimality gap between CIMVD and
the full-scale model because it is the largest problem the full-scale model can handle
given the computer hardware. Comparison of the objective values is made based on
the plans generated at time zero of the scenario. The full scenario description is listed
in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6-6 depicts that the full-scale Composite Mission Variabie Model required
260 more megabytes of memory to be solved than CMVD because CMVD generated
65 missions versus the 2542 feasible. Thirty megabytes of RAM was consumed by
data and aircraft route storage in both tests. CMVD required a total of 29 seconds to
generate the plan. The solution of the LP relaxation of the model at each iteration.
including the IP solution, required less than a second to solve. Most of the CMNIVD
plan generation time was necessary to generate the missions and initialize the router.
For the full-scale model, it took over 3 minutes to enumerate all the feasible missions.
and a little under 5 minutes to solve the full-scale Composite Mission Variable Model.
The objective value of the CMNVD plan is 2c less than the objective value of the
full-scale solution (Figure 6-6). These objective values are the values obtained from
the IP solutions, not the target value achieved as reported by the simulation. Figure
6-5 displays the increasing objective value of the CMNIVD solution at each iteration.
With an optimality gap of 2%, one can see that CMNIVD produces a near-optimal plan
with many fewer missions provided to the Composite Mission Variable Miodel.
As discussed in Section 5.4.4. we determine that the heuristic subproblem solver
does not find all the optimal missions because the objective value of the LP relaxation
solution of CMNIVD (iteration 6 in Figure 6-7) was below the upper bound achieved by
the full-scale model. Of the twelve missions included in the optimal solution of the
full-scale model. seven were generated by CMIVD. We conclude that CMNIVD was able
to find missions that contribute similarly to the contribution of the five that were not
generated because the two objective values are within two percent.
The descriptions of the type of column data in Figure 6-7 are discussed in Section
6.2.3. which tests CMVD performance on larger scenarios.
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1. Number of targets = 20. All targets are available at time zero.
2. Fleeting targets. 10% of the targets are fleeting in this experiment. Most of
the fleeting targets have an exponential decay constant of 4 hours, a few have
a 12 hour constant.
3. Aircraft Supply. The supply of aircraft by aircraft type and base is listed in
Figure 6-4 (Base locations displayed in Figure 6-3).
4. Planning Cycle is 4 Hours.
5. Plan Horizon is 4 Hours.
6. Assembly points. Aircraft were blocked from using the assembly points be-
cause they double to triple the number of feasible missions in the Cyberland
scenario. Adding more missions to the full-scale model is computationally in-
feasible for the given PC hardware.
7. Stopping Criterion, Method 2, NM =0.
8. Time Interval = 15 minutes.
9. Maximum Attrition Probability for Aircraft Route. By type: F-15 =
.01, F-2 = .01, Jammer = .01, Bomberl = .01, Bomber2 = .005, Bomber3 =
.001
Table 6.1: CIVD Optimality Test: Scenario Description. The factors are numbered
to correspond with their description in Section 6.2.1
Figure 6-4: CMVD Optimality Test: Aircraft Supply by Type and Base
Aircraft Type Base 1 Base 2 Base 3 Base 4 Base 5 Total
F-2 Weasel 2 2 2 0 0 6
Jammer 1 1 0 0 3
F-15 2 2 2 0 0 6
Bomber 1 0 0 0 2 0 2
Bomber 2 0 0 0 0 2 2
Bomber 3 0 0 0 0 2 2
Total 5 5 5 2 4 21
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Figure 6-5: Optimality Test Objective Values
Optimality Test, 20 Target Scenario
0
Number of Mission Generation Iterations
Figure 6-6: Solution Statistics for Optimality Test
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Statistic CMVD Full-Scale
Objective value 2.63 2.684
Computation Time 29 secs 8.5 mins
Total Computer RAM Required 35 Megs 293
CMVD, Full-Scale Model RAM Required 5 Megs 263
Number of Candidate Missions 65 2542
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Figure 6-7: CMVD Optimality Statistics: Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Variable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 2.0285 10 0 10 20 0
2 2.3394 12 0 2 39 1
3 2.3627 12 0 2 52 6
4 2.5954 12 0 2 62 9
5 2.63 12 0 1 65 16
6 2.63 12 0 0 65 19
7 2.63 12 0 0 65 0
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6.2.3 CMVD Algorithmic Performance Characteristics
The set of experiments in this Section test CMVD performance on scenarios with
up to 2000 targets. Performance parameters such as plan generation time, objective
value gap between IP and LP, and the number of CMNIVD iterations are reported for
three different scenarios. There are three experiments performed; one scenario with
2000 targets, one with 910 targets. and the third has 910 targets and aircraft access
to assembly points. The full scenario descriptions are described in Table 6.2.
In each of the three experiments. CMVD generates a plan every four hours over a
three day period. Assuming aircraft are hitting targets, the number of targets avail-
able to hit decreases. the status and location of aircraft change. and the demand on
aircraft decreases. Therefore. for the 910 target experiments. CMVD performance
parameters are reported for the plans created at hour zero (all aircraft located at
base). hour thirty-six. and hour seventy-two. More targets are destroyed earlier be-
cause of the higher aircraft to target ratio in the 2000 target scenario, so performance
parameters are presented at hour zero. hour twelve. and hour thirty-six in the 2000
target experiment.
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1. Number of targets = 2000, 910. For the 2000 target case, 68% are available
at time zero, 90% by the end of day 1, and 100% by the end of day 2. The
maximum number considered by CMVD at any time was 1355 (68% of 2000)
because many targets are destroyed before all targets are available. For the 910
target case. 50%7 are available at time zero, 60% by the end of day 1, and 100%
by the end of the 2nd day.
2. Fleeting targets. 10%c of the targets are fleeting in all three performance
experiments. Most of the fleeting targets have an exponential decay constant
of 4 hours, a few have a 12 hour constant.
3. Aircraft Supply. The supply of aircraft by aircraft type and base is listed in
Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 for the 910 and 2000 target cases respectively. (Base
locations are displayed in Figure 6-3).
4. Planning Cycle is 4 Hours.
5. Plan Horizon is 4 Hours.
6. Assembly points. In the 2000 target and first 910 target scenarios, the aircraft
were blocked from using the assembly points. In the second experiment with
910 targets. the aircraft had access to the 3 assembly points located as depicted
in Figure 6-3.
7. Stopping Criterion, Method 1, = .1.
8. Time Interval The time interval for the 2000 target case is 30 minutes, and
for the 910 target cases is 15 minutes.
9. Maximum Attrition Probability for Aircraft Route. The maximum at-
trition probabilities by aircraft type for the 910 target scenario are: F-15 = .01,
F-2 = .01, Jammer - .01, Bomberl = .01, Bomber2 = .005, Bomber3 = .001.
There was no maximum attrition probabilities applied for the aircraft routes in
the 2000 target scenario.
Table 6.2: CMVD Performance Tests: Scenario Descriptions. The factors are num-
bered to correspond with their description in Section 6.2.1
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Figure 6-8: CMVD Performance: 910
Base
Target Scenario. Aircraft Supply by Type and
Aircraft Type Base 1 Base 2 Base 3 Base 4 Base 5 Total
F-2 Weasel 20 10 6 0 0 36
Jammer 10 5 4 0 0 19
F-15 30 20 10 0 0 60
Bomber 1 0 0 0 5 0 5
Bomber 2 0 0 0 0 5 5
Bomber3 0 0 0 0 5 5
Total 60 35 20 5 10 130
Figure 6-9: CMVD Performance: 2000
and Base
Target Scenario. Aircraft Supply by Type
Aircraft Type Base 1 Base 2 Base 3 Base 4 Base 5 Total
F-2 Weasel 70 50 20 0 0 140
Jammer 50 30 10 0 0 90
F-15 200 150 70 0 0 420
Bomber I 0 0 0 30 0 30
Bomber 2 0 0 0 0 30 30
Bomber3 0 0 0 0 30 30
Total 320 230 100 30 60 740
Two figures are presented for each performance test; one lists performance data for
each CMVD composite mission variable generation iteration, and the second reports
statistics on plan generation time. This paragraph discusses the first Figure type,
and the next paragraph discusses the second Figure type. Figure 6-10 lists the per-
formance data for the 910 target scenario. The first column shows the objective value
of the solution of the Composite Mission Variable Model given the current composite
mission variable set. The last element of this column is the objective value of the
IP solution to the Composite Mission Variable Model, and this is the objective value
of the plan created by CMVD. The number of fractional variables in the solution,
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the number of missions from the current iteration in the solution, and the number
of duplicates are equal to zero for the last row of every performance figure. The last
row is the data from the IP solution of the Composite Mission Variable Model, so no
variables can be fractional and no missions are generated for this step of CMVD. The
number of variables above zero in the solution is the number of missions executed
in the plan created in the respective iteration (Figure 6-10). Fractional missions can
be executed in the LP relaxation solution. The number of missions in the solution
may decrease in the last row because fewer missions are feasible to execute when the
binary constraint on missions is added. Except for the IP solution iteration, subprob-
lems generate missions in each iteration. The column labeled "number of missions
from the current iteration in the solution" displays the number of missions that are
generated by the subproblems in the current iteration that are in the solution to the
Composite Mission Variable Model. The total number of candidate missions is equal
to the number of missions generated up to that respective iteration. For example. in
Figure 6-10. the subproblems generated 397 missions in iteration one.
Figure 6-11 lists the plan generation time data for the 910 target experiment
(this figure is used as an example to describe the columns). The "average mission
generation time" column has equal values because the total mission time is recorded
and divided b the number of iterations. The average mission generation time and
cumulative time are reported for the length of time recorded and the length of time
expected if multiple computers were added to solve subsets of the subproblems. The
generation of missions for the targets are separable processes once the dual prices are
passed to the subproblems. Therefore. when using multiple computers. the time to
generate missions at each iteration is expected to equal' the time on one computer
divided by the number of parallel computers.
The following statements summarize the performance test results listed in the
"CMNVD Performance Statistics" Figures:
* For all three experiments, the number of CMVD iterations is six or below when
'A small time is addedl to colmmuni(cate between compuwrs.
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using the stopping criteria discussed in Table 6.2.
* The objective value increases sharply in the early iterations and then the in-
crease is smaller in later iterations.
* For all experiments, the maximum optimality gap between the IP an LP objec-
tive values is .2% (Figure 6-18 displays the maximum).
* For all iterations, except in one experiment, the percentage of fractional com-
posite mission variables in the solution to the LP relaxation was less than 10%.
The 5th iteration in Figure 6-18 shows that 62 of the 132 variables in the solution
are fractional for this experiment.
* In general, the number of new candidate missions suggested during successive
iterations decreases. This occurs because the number of duplicate missions
generated increases.
The following statements summarize the plan generation ime results listed in the
"CMVD Plan Generation Time" Figures:
* The time to generate plans ranges from 3.7 to 78 minutes in the experiments. If
five computers were used to run CMVD, then the time to generate a plan would
range from .8 minutes to 16 minutes. The addition of more computers used to
solve the subproblems greatly reduces computation time because most of the
time to generate a plan is spent solving the subproblems, and the subproblems
can be solved in parallel.
* The 910 target scenario that includes aircraft access to assembly points re-
quired longer plan generation time than the 910 target scenario without assem-
bly points. The longer time is a result of the subproblems needing to search
over all three assembly points when searching for the optimal mission.
* Ten seconds is the maximum time required to solve the LP relaxation of the
Composite Mission Variable Model in the experiments.
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* Eleven seconds is the maximum time required to solve the IP solution.
branch and bound stopping criterion is discussed in Section 5.4.5).
Figure 6-10: CMVD Performance Statistics: 910 Targets, First Plan of Scenario, Last
Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Variable Value Vanriables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 2.8724 80 0 80 397 0
2 4.2508 92 3 45 645 47
3 4.6212 99 5 21 827 73
4 4.7611 105 2 26 982 100
5 4.7701 107 7 9 1034 150
6 4.77 104 0 0 1034 0
Figure 6-11: CVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 910 Targets. First Plan of
Scenario, Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mission Accumlative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs) Proces-ors (secs'
1 1 42 8 43 9
2 2 42 8 88 20
3 2 42 8 132 30
4 3 42 8 178 42
5 4 42 8 224 54
6 4 0 0 228 58
Cumulative Time In Minutes: 3.8 1.0
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Figure 6-12: CMVD Performance Statistics: 910 Targets, Plan at Hour 36 of Scenario,
Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Vanriable Vaiue Variables Fractional Missions Fromn Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 0.7186 62 5 62 148 26
2 0.8429 72 6 16 181 46
3 1.002 83 5 18 227 39
4 1.0035 83 5 1 243 49
5 1.0031 80 0 0 243 0
Figure 6-13: CMNIVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 910 Targets,
of Scenario, Last Iteration is IP Solution
Plan at Hour 36
Mission Average Average Mission Accumlative
Vanriable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs I Processors (secs)
1 1 312 62 313 63
2 1 312 62 626 127
3 1 312 62 939 190
4 1 312 62 1252 254
5 1 0 0 1253 255
iCumulative Time In Minutes: 20.9 4.2
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Figure 6-14: CMVD Performance Statistics: 910 Targets, Plan at Hour 72 of Scenario,
Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Variable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 0.483 20 0 20 32 4
2 0.6336 26 0 6 44 20
3 0.7249 28 0 6 58 15
4 0.7249 28 0 0 60 6
5 0.7249 28 0 0 60 0
Figure 6-15: CMVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 910 Targets. Plan at Hour 72
of Scenario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mission Accumlative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs) Processors (secsl
1 1 55 11 56 12
2 1 55 11 111 24
3 1 55 11 167 36
4 1 55 11 222 48
5 1 0 0 223 49
ICumulative Time In Minutes: 3.7 0.8
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Figure 6-16: CMVD Performance Statistics: 910 Targets with Assembly Points, First
Plan of Scenario, Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Numbe- of
Variable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 2.1178 64 0 64 434 0
2 3.7327 90 3 45 843 27
3 4.5815 95 0 28 1232 41
4 4.7104 112 0 30 1575 89
5 4.7435 112 0 20 1801 205
6 4.7541 111 0 5 1908 324
7 4.7541 111 0 0 1908 0
Figure 6-17: CIVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 910 Targets with Assembly
Points. First Plan of Scenario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mission Accumlative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs) Processors (secs,
'
1 1 260 52 261 53
2 3 260 52 524 108
3 6 260 52 790 166
4 8 260 52 1058 226
5 10 260 52 1328 288
6 1 260 52 1599 351
7 0 0 0 1599 351
{Cumulative Time In Minutes: 26.7 5.9
Figure 6-18: CMNIVD Performance Statistics: 910 Targets with Assembly Points, Plan
at Hour 36 of Scenario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Variable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 0.8104 80 0 80 401 26
2 0.946 92 13 16 730 21
3 1.099 97 10 20 925 69
4 1.1454 114 28 19 1097 77
5 1.1496 132 64 6 1256 103
6 1.1473 97 0 0 1256 0
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Figure 6-19: CMVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 910 Targets with Assembly
Points, Plan at Hour 36 of Scenario, Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mission Accumlative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs) Processors (secs,
1 1 933 187 934 188
2 3 933 187 1869 377
3 4 933 187 2806 568
4 7 933 187 3745 761
5 9 933 187 4687 957
6 8 0 0 4695 965
[Cumulative Time In Minutes: 78.3 16.1 1
Figure 6-20: CMVD Performance Statistics: 910 Targets with Assembly Points, Plan
at Hour 72 of Scenario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objectwve Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Variable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Vanables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 0.6383 27 1 27 135 4
2 0.7319 31 1 9 247 14
3 0.7406 31 1 1 324 58
4 0.7406 31 1 0 335 127
5 0.7398 31 0 0 335 0
Figure 621: CMVD Pian Generation Time Statistics: 910 Targets with Assembly
Points. Plan at Hour 72 of Scenario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mission Accumlative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs) Processors(sacs;
1 0 184 37 184 37
2 0 184 37 369 74
3 1 184 37 554 112
4 ~ 1 184 37 739 149
5 0 0 0 739 149
ICumulative Time In Minutes: 12.3 2.5
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Figure 6-22: CMVD Performance Statistics: 2000 Targets, First Plan of Scenario,
Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Variable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I i
1 14.8282 425 1 425 1289 0
2 22.8304 481 0 212 2312 266
3 26.0283 501 2 122 3366 235
4 26.6319 549 9 89 4240 415
5 26.7301 546 0 21 4306 1223
6 26.7301 546 0 0 4306 0
Figure 6-23: CVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 2000 Targets. First Plan of
Scenario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mssion Accumlative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs) Processors (secs;
1 1 254 51 255 52
2 3 254 51 511 105
3 5 254 51 770 161
4 7 254 51 1030 219
5 6 254 51 1290 276
6 0 0 0 1290 276
Cumulative Time In Minutes: 21.5 4.6
Figure 6-24: CMNIVD Performance Statistics: 2000 Targets. Plan at Hour 12 of Sce-
nario, Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Objective Number of Number of Number of Total Number of
Variable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 3.2915 340 2 340 664 163
2 3.6172 354 3 59 939 223
3 3.8568 365 9 47 1065 364
4 3.8598 369 11 4 1111 462
5 3.8595 362 0 0 1111 0
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Figure 6-25: CMVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 2000 Targets, Plan at Hour 12
of Scenario, Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mission Accurnative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (seas) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (secs) Processors (sacs1
1 0 1143 229 1143 229
2 1 1143 229 2287 458
3 1 1143 229 3430 688
4 1 1143 229 4574 917
5 0 0 0 4574 917
{Cumulative Time In Minutes: 76.2 15.3
Figure 6-26: CMVD Performance Statistics: 2000 Targets, Plan at Hour 36 of Sce-
nario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Obctirve Number of Numrber of Number of Total Numnber of
Vanriable Value Variables Fractional Missions From Number of Duplicates
Generation of Above Zero Variables Current Iteration Candidate Suggested Per
Iteration Solution In Solution In Solution In Solution Missions Iteration
1 1.4832 74 0 74 214 21
2 1.5235 76 0 5 296 111
3 1.5235 76 0 0 296 193
4 1 5235 76 0 0 296 0
Figure 6-27: CMVD Plan Generation Time Statistics: 2000 Targets, Plan at Hour 36
of Scenario. Last Iteration is IP Solution
Mission Average Average Mission Accurnlative
Variable LP/IP Mission Generation Time Time With
Generation Solution Generation With 5 Parallel Accumulative 5 Parallel
Iteration Time (secs) Time (secs) Processor (secs) Time (sacs) Processors (secs,
1 0.01 194 39 194 39
2 0.01 194 39 387 77
3 0.01 194 39 581 116
4 0 0 0 581 116
ICumulative Time In Minutes: 9.7 1.9
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6.2.4 CMVD Plan Effectiveness
This Section reports results on the effectiveness of the plans generated by CMVD
and the Heuristic Air Operations Planner discussed in Section 3.2.6. Both methods
are employed to generate plans for scenarios with 910 and 2000 targets. The full
scenario descriptions are in Table 6.3. Summary effectiveness statistics as reported
by the simulation are listed for each scenario in Figures 6-29 and 6-31 respectively.
In addition, a Figure depicting the total target value progression is reported for each
scenario in Figures 6-28 and 6-30 respectively.
The following statements summarize the CMVD Plan Effectiveness experiments:
* In both scenarios. CMVD achieves significantly higher target values in the first
plans generated, but then HAOP eventually achieves a target value close to
CMVD. Much of the target value closure is likely a result of fewer targets being
left to hit later in the scenario so that the heuristic is able to catch up with
CMVD.
* The HAOP has much higher numbers of in-air aircraft re-assignments and mis-
sion aborts. This occurs because the heuristic incrementally assigns missions
with the highest v"u ratio. Therefore. when HAOP generates a new plan while
aircraft are in the air, the aircraft in the air are re-assigned if they maximize
the ratio for a new target.
* CMVD simultaneously considers all targets so that it optimizes the overall plan
and optimal plans typically do not require a high number of re-assignments.
Here we discuss the plan generation times. HAOP generates plans at a higher rate
than CMVD for the 910 target scenario, and they produce plans at the same rate for
the 2000 target scenario. Calculating the HAOP clt ratio for one target requires a
similar amount of time as that to solve a subproblem for one target in CMVD (call
this time k). The rates at which the solution times increase for CMVD and HAOP
are different because HAOP must generate the ratio more times per target. HAOP
must re-calculate the highest ratio for each target not yet assigned, every time
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1. Number of targets = 2000, 910. For the 2000 target case, 68% are available
at time zero, 90% by the end of day 1 and 100% for the third day. For the 910
target case, 50% are available at time zero, 60% by the end of day 1, and 100%
by the end of the 2nd day.
2. Fleeting targets. 10% of the targets are fleeting in both experiments. Most
of the fleeting targets have an exponential decay constant of 4 hours, a few have
a 12 hour constant.
3. Aircraft Supply. The supply of aircraft by aircraft type and base is listed in
Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 for the 910 and 2000 target cases respectively. (Base
locations displayed in Figure 6-3).
4. Planning Cycle is 4 Hours.
5. Plan Horizon is 4 Hours.
6. Assembly points. Aircraft were blocked from using the assembly points in
both scenarios.
7. Stopping Criterion, Method 1, = .1. The stopping criterion is not appli-
cable to HAOP.
8. Time Interval. The time interval for the 2000 target case is 30 minutes, and
for the 910 target cases it is 15 minutes. The time interval is not applicable to
HAOP as it models continuous time.
9. Maximum Attrition Probability for Aircraft Route. The maximum at-
trition probabilities by aircraft type for the 910 target scenario are: F-15 = .01,
F-2 = .01, Jammer = .01, Bomberl = .01, Bomber2 = .005, Bomber3 = .001.
There is no maximum attrition probabilities applied for the aircraft routes in
the 2000 target scenario.
Table 6.3: CMVD and HAOP Plan Effectiveness: Scenario Descriptions. The factors
are numbered to correspond with their description in Section 6.2.1
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it incrementally assigns a mission. CMVD, however, requires only the solution of a
subproblem for each target for each CMVD iteration. For example, if 10 targets are
added to a scenario, than CMVD would require an additional 10 * k * 6 amount of
time (assuming it took 6 iterations for CMVD to generate the candidate mission set).
while HAOP would require an additional 10 * k *50 amount of time (assuming a total
of 50 missions were assigned so that Yc-L' is re-calculated 50 times).
The average plan generation time in Figure 6-31 is 10 percent of the time it took
for one computer to generate a plan. This time is reported to show the plan generation
rate that would result if 10 computers were used to solve the subproblems in CMVD.
The HAOP time is reported to show the plan generation rate that would result if
10 computers were used to maximize the au ratios in HAOP. Both processes are
separable by subproblem/target. and therefore plan generation time when using n
computers is calculated by dividing the plan generation time on one computer by n.
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Figure 6-28: Plan Effectiveness: Target Value: 910 Targets
Cumulative Target Value vs. Time
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Figure 6-29: Plan Effectiveness Statistics: 910 Targets
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Statistic CMVD HAOP
=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Total Target Value at Day 1 15.4 13.8
Total Target Value at Day 2 23.5 22.5
Total Target Value at Day 3 28.0 27.2
Number of Targets Destroyed 652 655
Aircraft Attrition 6 5
Number of Re-Assignments In Air 0 263
Number of Aborts 4 50
Number of Missed Acquisitions 63 137
Average Plan Generation Time (mins) 19 6
Figure 6-30: Plan Effectiveness: Target Value: 2000 Targets
Cumulative Target Value vs. Time
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Figure 6-31: Plan Effectiveness: Statistics: 2000 Targets
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|I Statistic CMVD HAOP
Total Target Value at Hour 4 30.5 24.0
Total Target Value at Hour 12 52.6 39.5
Total Target Value at Hour 36 73.0 71.7
Number of Targets Destroyed 1628 1652
Aircraft Attrition 20 20
Number of Re-Assignments In Air 0 301
Number of Aborts 6 34
Number of Missed Acquisitions 254 468
Average Plan Generation Time in mins (10 5 51
parallel processors)
6.2.5 Plan Effectiveness vs. Planning Cycle Interval
This Section reports the plan effectiveness results when employing CMVD to generate
plans for 910 targets for planning cycles of one, four, and 24 hours. The full scenario
description is described in Table 6.4.
Figure 6-32 reports the results of the three experiments. We highlight the following
plan statistics:
* The employment of CMVD to generate a plan every four hours achieves a 30%
higher target value in the first day than CMVD employed ever 24 hours. The
one hour cycle of employing CMVD to generate a plan achieves a 2% higher
value in the first day than the 4 hour cycle. The target values are slightly closer
together on the third day because there is a small number of new targets, and
therefore not all aircraft are used for the hour and 4 hour cycles. The 24 hour
cycle was not able to hit as many targets early. and still uses all the aircraft
during day two to catch up in target value.
* When CMVD generates plans for a higher rate planning cycle, it can create
plans to attack time-critical targets closer to when they are discovered (the
targets are reported on the target list closer to when they appear), and the
number of missed acquisitions are lower.
* The slower rate planning cycles have smaller numbers of aborts. For slower rate
planning cycles, planners generally consider time-critical targets further from
the time that reconnaissance units discover them. Therefore, a planner is less
likely to abort aircraft from other missions and attack time-critical targets that
aircraft are less likely to acquire.
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1. Number of targets = 910. 40% are available at time zero, 70% by the end
of day 1, and 100% by the end of the second day.
2. Fleeting targets. 15% of the targets have exponential decay constants of 4
hours, 16% have 12 hours, 30% have 24 hours, and the remaining targets are
not fleeting.
3. Aircraft Supply. The supply of aircraft by aircraft type and base is listed in
Figure 6-8. (Base locations displayed in Figure 6-3).
4. Planning Cycles are 1, 4, and 24 Hours.
5. Plan Horizons are 4 and 24 Hours. The planning horizon is 4 hours for
both the 1 and 4 hour planning cycles. The planning horizon is 24 hours for
the 24 hour cycle
6. Assembly points. Aircraft are blocked from using the assembly points in both
scenarios.
7. Stopping Criterion, Method 1, = .1.
8. Time Interval = 30 minutes
9. Maximum Attrition Probability for Aircraft Route. There is no maxi-
mum attrition probabilities applied for the aircraft routes.
Table 6.4: Plan Effectiveness vs. Shortened Planning Cycle: Scenario Description.
The factors are numbered to correspond with their description in Section 6.2.1
Figure 6-32: CIVD Plan Effectiveness Statistics vs. Planning Cycle
Statistic I HR Cycle 4 HR Cycle 24 HR Cycle
Total Target Value at Day 1 15.2 14.97 10.31
Total Target Value at Day 2 25.41 24.2 14.8
Total Target Value at Day 3 27.8 27.79 19.43
Number of Targets Destroyed 574 569 482
Aircraft Attrition 8 9 2
Number of Re-Assignments In Ai 0 0 0
Number of Aborts 71 44 24
Number of Missed Acquisitions 207 272 320
Weapon Costs $12,796,000 $12,710,000 $10,676,000
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The Composite Mission Variable Decomposition (CMVD) represents a new approach
for real-time air operations planning. The solution technique consists of two major
components. First, aircraft routes, targets, and aircraft assignments are implicitly
determined by the composite mission variables. Second, a price-coordinated mis-
sion variable search is executed to limit the number of variables considered in the
Composite Mission Variable Model. CMVD is more computationally efficient than
solution of the full-scale Composite Mission Variable Model, and on a small problem,
CMVD produced plans within 2% of optimal. The significant advantage of CMVD is
that is much more efficient computationally than solving a formulation that explic-
itly includes aircraft routing, targets, and aircraft assignments. At the same time,
CMVD solves the equivalent targeting problem including route generation and dy-
namic re-planning. The large gain in computational efficiency, allowing a real-time
implementation, is a result of a few specific features of the CMVD modeling approach:
* The Composite Mission Variable Model is formulated such that many of the air
operations planning constraints are implicitly satisfied. The implicit constraints
of the model are explicitly enforced during mission variable formation at the
mission generation level.
* The Composite Mission Variable Model forms a tighter LP relaxation than
models that explicitly include aircraft routing, target selection, and aircraft
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assignments.
* Composite mission variables significantly reduce the solution space considered.
Models that explicitly include aircraft routing, target selection, and aircraft as-
signments as variables have a feasible solution space that includes missions that
would never be executed in air operations. These missions are not generated by
the mission variable generation level of CMVD, and therefore not considered in
the feasible solution space of the Composite Mission Variable Model.
* The method of price-coordinated mission variable generation efficiently gener-
ates a mission set containing a small fraction of the feasible missions. The
Composite Mission Variable MIodel solves quickly with small mission sets.
The major contributions of CMVD to air operations planning are the following:
* The high rate of plan generation by CMVD may enable a reduction in the
planning cycle interval, especially for larger scenarios with thousands of targets.
* The optimization-based approach generates effective plans. As a baseline, CMVD
produces more effective plans than a reasonable heuristic (HAOP) that we de-
veloped for the DARPA sponsored JFACC project f11il.
· CMVD plans for fundamental components of air operations to include aircraft
routing (including re-fueling) and dynamic re-planning of all aircraft.
Composite variable formulations were first developed for express shipment ser-
vice network design 31, and in that successful application the composite variable
formulations were found to provide strong bounds on the optimal integer solution.
The beneficial features of the Composite Mission Variable MNodel in the targeting
problem further demonstrate their significance. Moreover, in developing CMVD. this
thesis advances their application in the synergistic unification of column-generation
techniques and composite variables.
In the course of developing CMVD, future areas of research specific to air opera-
tions became evident, to include:
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* Dependent target value modeling. Air operations plans are more effective if
they are developed to maximize accurate target values, and many targets are
dependent on the damage status of other targets in their value contribution to
campaign objectives. Currently, methods for modeling dependent target value
are limited to either a non-linear objective function or a significant increase in
variables to capture the dependencies. Both methods add significant computa-
tional complexity to air operations formulations.
* Explicit Modeling of Threat and Resource Supply Levels. Current techniques
model threat and resource supply levels as predetermined throughout the plan
horizon, yet threats are stochastic based o factors such as the attack of enemy
air-defenses which decrease the threat. Resource levels are stochastic functions
of elements such as attrition, maintenance, and weapon supply delivery. Current
methods for explicitly relating expected threat and resource supply levels as a
function of the plan executed require a significant increase in the number of
variables.
* Multiple Target Sorties. Multiple target sorties can be executed when aircraft
payloads are large enough for aircraft to attack multiple targets in one sortie.
Execution of multiple target sorties. instead of single target sorties, increases
overall plan effectiveness because the resources and time to attack a target
can be reduced. However. modeling multiple target sorties in CMNIVD requires
additional variables and constraints that increase the computational complexity.
* Concurrent Planning and Future-State Estimatzon. In real-world conflicts where
the environment does not pause for planners to develop plans, fture-state esti-
mation is required for concurrent plan development. This is especially important
for re-planning of aircraft in flight because their state changes quickly. However.
accurate state predictions and intelligent contingency plans when predictions are
incorrect are difficult to construct.
* War-Gamzng Validatton Tests. CIVI) is tested in this thesis in a computer
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simulated air war. If further validation is needed, CMVD should be tested in
U.S. wax games.
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Appendix A
Super Model
This Appendix presents the entire Super Model Formulation.
A. 1 Indices
* i - Specific aircraft.
* a - Aircraft type.
* j E J - Location.
- j E R - Targets.
-j E B - Bases.
-j E K - Tanker orbits.
- j E A - Initial aircraft locations.
* t E {1,2,...,T} - Time in periods, T is last period.
* n - Weapons package (set of weapons capable of damaging target).
* s - System of targets.
· b - Weapon type.
* c- Combination of packages 'used to hit system of targets.
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A.2 Decision Variables
* xjnt E {0, 1 - 1 if weapons package n is to arrive at target j at time t.
* Yjt E { 0,1} - 1 if aircraft i is to arrive at location j at time t.
* ejt E {0, 1} - 1 if escorts are located at location j at time t.
* Wibjt E {O, 1, 2, .. . - Number of bombs of type b that aircraft i is to drop on
target j at time t.
* ccst {0, 1 - 1 if target system s is attacked within a defined time interval
centered on time period t by the combination of weaponeering packages c.
* LBt - 1 if time t is the last time aircraft i was located at a base.
* LBKt - 1 if time t is the last time aircraft i was located a base or tanker.
* r,t - 1 if aircraft i can be used during time t
A.3 Parameters
* TVt - Value of destroying target j at time t.
* SVt - Value of destroying the system of targets s within a defined time interval
centered on time t.
· Pk,* t - Probability that package n will destroy target j if applied at time t.
* Pkc.,t - Probability that weaponeering package combination c will destroy sys-
tem s if applied at time t.
* TO,* - Flight time for aircraft i from location j to location k. Includes refueling
time, maintenance time, weapons loading time.
* ksmall - Small constant used for constraint A.3.
* kbig -- Large constant used for constraint A. 11.
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* ReqLocsijt - if aircraft i is commanded to be at location j at time t.
* ComJjt - if target j is commanded to be attacked at time t.
* CornSst - 1 if system s must be attacked during a defined time interval centered
on time t
* Qb - Quantity of bombs b in weapons package n.
* WeapMatib - Percentage of payload capacity that one bomb of type b requires
from aircraft i.
* WNb - Number of bombs b carried by aircraft i at initial time of plan horizon.
* FE, - Fuel endurance in periods for aircraft i.
* CE, - Crew endurance in periods for aircraft i.
* FN, - Fuel available on aircraft i at initial time of plan horizon.
* CN, - Crew endurance, in periods, available on aircraft i at initial time of plan
horizon.
* ST, - Travel time for aircraft i to travel from location j to the closest refueling
location.
* Befs, - If system s contributes value at time t, then the targets in the system
cannot be attacked before time (t- Befs,).
* Afts - If system s contributes value at time t, then the targets in the system
cannot be attacked after time (t + Aftss).
* NumAa - Number of aircraft supplied of type a.
* Riskjt - Risk of aircraft i to be at location j at time t.
* Pjt - The decrease in risk that occurs for aircraft i if escorts are located at
location j at time t.
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A.4 Super Model Formulation
max PkJnt * TVjt * Xint + E Pkcsst * cst * Vst
jE R.t.n st,c
Subject To:
time: Y. t + Y.kt < 1, V i, j,k, t E [TO,, + 1,T j # k (A.1)
t1Eft- TO, kt]
E Y,7t' + Y kt< 1, Vi,j,k,tE[1, TO(i,j,k)],jk (A.2)
t'E[1,t
equipl: y-it 1, Vz, t (A.3)
equzp2: Yjt _ ksmall Z Wtbt, V i,j,t (A.4)
b
boundary: ytJt > ReqLocs,1 t, V i, j, t (A.5)
CmdTarg: Znt > CoMJ,t, V j E R,t (A.6)
n
CmdSys: Ct > ComS.,t, V S t (A.7)
package: ZWt,bt Qznt, V b,j,n,t (A.8)
htltarg: X xnt < 1, V j R (A.9)
nt
hstlsys: c" < 1, V (A.10)
(.qt
weapons: E WeapMat,,b *wtbjt, -kb,g Y t, < 1 V i, t,t 2 (A.11)
b.JE R,t'Eftl t21 t'Et t2 .jEB
Y, UWby t'- kbtgt Y. yt, : W,?b, 1 t, b. t (A.12)
E R.t'E 1,tl 1t E,B.t'E I ,t
system: E ,, V< (j, s)17 j(s)},t (A.13)
nt'E[t-Bef, .t .4Ats,
£CIJ'~ ~~ Y > , -j(s)l + 1, V st (A.14)
c n,JEJ(s).t'Elt-Bel,,.t .4ftsJ
Z ct < E z,,nt, V{(nc)ln E n(c)},s (A.15)
t t~l;(s)
2 - n(c)l + 1, Vs,c (A.16)
t nEn(,) t.]E(s)
fuel: Y t tt (A.17)
jEBuK.t'Eft-FFE,, tf
j'EBUK.tE[t-(F E, -ST,,)tlER
LBK,t _< E t' *Y')t s,t,t' E , tl, FE,T (A.2)
t y, t + ST, < FE, + LBK,, ¥ t,t, j R. FE, > T (A.21)
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t * ,t + ST, < FN + : T * y,'t, V i,t, E R, FN > T
jEBUK.t'
crew: Yit' t 1, V i,t
IEB,t'E!t-CEt .t]
I: sY,jt >! 1, V t
JEhbas.tE[1.C N,
Z y,,t - yJ(ijt) > , V z, E R,t E [CE, - S
3'E B.t' E t - (C E, -ST j, )t
LB,t < Zt' * t ¥ t,tt' E [1,t],CE, > T
3EB
t*y,3t + ST,,z < CE, +LBt, V zt,j E R,CE, > T
t*y,t +ST, < CN,+ E T*y2 , t,, V ,t,J, E R,CN, > T
)'EB.t'
attrtt: r.t < NumA,, - * (Risk,,( - et* P,,t), V a,t
,E-a Eajt't[tJ
Y.Jt' < rzt, V t,, t,t',t > t
escort: e t < yjt, VJ,t
XE Escorts
bInary: xjnt,csCt,ytjt,ejt E {0, 1}
nteger: wt0bjt E {0, 1, 2... }
(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)
,T, + 1, ]-r (A.25)
(A.26)
(A.27)
(A.28)
(A.29)
(A.30)
(A.31)
(A.32)
(A.33)
A.4.1 Objective and Constraints Description
Objective: Maximize the value of targets destroyed. Targets contribute their
individual value TVt, and target systems contribute value SV*.
Constraints:
(A.1),(A.2) The schedule of locations visited by an aircraft must be feasible with
respect to the aircraft's cruising speed. Therefore, for all aircraft, for the time it
takes to travel from one location to another, the aircraft may only be in one of the
two locations during the interval. This constraint is for all possible pairs of locations
and all times.
(A.3) Each aircraft may only be in one location at a time.
(A.4) Aircraft must be located at the location where they drop bombs.
(A.5) This constraint is used to enforce that aircraft are located at their initial
location, and may be used to require the aircraft to be located at any other location
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at any given time.
(A.6) This constraint is used to require aircraft to attack targets that are
commanded to be destroyed.
(A.7) This constraint is used to require aircraft to attack target systems that are
commanded.
(A.8) The required weapons of a package must be dropped if credit is to be received
for a weapons package against a target.
(A.9) Targets may only be attacked once in a plan horizon.
(A.10) Target systems may only be attacked once in a plan horizon.
(A.11),(A.12) Each aircraft may only carry weapons configurations within its
payload capacity. Aircraft may only drop weapons that are in the payload at any
given time, and weapons payloads can increase only at a base.
(A.13),(A.14),(A.15).(A.16) The value of a weapons combination against a target
system can be credited only when all the required weapons are dropped on the
targets in the system.
(A.17),(A.18),(A.19),(A.20),(A.21),(A.22) Enforce aircraft to respect fuel endurance.
(A.23),(A.24),(A.25),(A.26),(A.27),(A.28) Enforce aircraft to respect crew
endurance.
(A.29),(A.30) The number of aircraft available in a time period is less than the
number available in previous time periods according to the amount of risk exposure
in previous time periods.
(A.31) The reduction in risk cannot be obtained unless escorts are present.
(A.32),(A.33) xn, Yjt, cst, rt, eCt) can be one or zero. U',bjt, LBt, LBKt, are integer.
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